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ABSTRACT 

In contrast to electromagnetic fields, matter-wave fields are intrinsically inter

acting due to the presence of atom-atom collisions. Hence, matter-wave optics 

becomes eifectively nonlinear as soon cis the atomic densities axe high enough that 

collisions can no longer be ignored. The goal of this dissertation is to study selected 

aspects of atom optics under such conditions. 

Specifically, Chapter 2 studies the near-resoncint dipole-dipole interaction be

tween two atoms in tziilored vacua. In contrast to spontaneous emission, whose 

rate is known to be influenced by the type of vacuum the atom interacts with, we 

find that the dipole-dipole potential is determined only by the free space vacuimi 

and is not modified either by thermal or squeezed vacua. In addition in the far 

off-resonance regime we find that the squeezed vacuum results in an additional 

contribution to the effective potential governing the evolution of the atomic ground 

state. 

In the second part of the dissertation, which comprises Chapter 3, we then study 

several aspects of the many-body theory of atomic ultracold systems in situations 

where the nonlinearity arises due to the two-body dipole-dipole interaction. After 

a formal theoretical development we discuss the possibility of using atomic phase 

conjugation off Bose condensates eis a diagnostic tool to access the spatial coherence 

properties and to measure the lifetime of the condensate. We zirgue that phase 

conjugation provides an attractive alternative to the optical methods of probing 

condensate proposed in the peist. We further study the elementary excitations in 

a multicomponent Bose condensates and determine the quasi-particle frequency 
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spectrum.. We show that m that cas& mterferences resulting from cross-coupling 

between the condensate components can lead to a reversal of the sign of the effective 

two-body interaction and to the onset of spatial instabilities. 
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CHAPTER 1 

BNTTRODUCTION 

The leist few yews have witnessed spectacular progress in the area of quantum 

optics and atomic physics dealing with ultra-cold atomic samples, both theoreti

cally and experimentally. New low temperature records have been achieved, and 

sub-microKelvin temperatures are now available almost routinely in several labora

tories. Optical lattices in one to three dimensions have been demonstrated, 2md the 

quantized motion of atoms inside these lattices has been observed and ancJyzed. 

At the densities and temperatures which are now achieved it is no longer possible 

to treat atoms in a sample eis independent. Atom-atom interactions, such as the 

long-range dipole-dipole interaction should be taken into consideration. This inter

action arises due to exchange of spontaneously emitted photons between atoms in 

excited and ground states. It implies that for the dipole-dipole interaction to be 

present, the atomic sample should be driven by external light sources. La addition, 

an increeise in space densities and a decrease in achieved temperatures lead to the 

regime where the quantimi statisticcil effects of the system should be taken into 

accoimt. The recent demonstration of Bose-Einstein condensation has opened up 

the way for the study of quantum degenerate, low density and weakly interacting 

atomic samples. 

In the dissertation we study many-body effects in atom optics which arise from 

both atom-atom interactions eind quantum statistical effects. In Chapter 2 we 

consider low density atomic samples interacting with external macroscopiced light 

fields and immersed in a continuum of electro-magnetic modes. We analyse the 
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domiBcmt interactions between atoms in such, systems. In Section 2.1 we give a 

genersil introduction to the subject. In Section 2.2 we first discuss the choice of 

the most appropriate model in terms of which the problem should be specified and 

review the derivation of the corresponding Hamiltonian (Section 2.2.1) that gov

erns the evolution of both atomic and reservoir degrees of freedom. Since we are 

interested in the atomic evolution only, we then proceed with the derivation of a 

master equation for the reduced atomic density operator. Similzgly to the case of 

a single atom, this procedure is performed in the Bom-Markov approximation and 

leads to radiative shifts in atomic levels as well as dissipation. It is well established 

now that in the single atom situation these quantities depend on the properties 

of an electromagnetic vacuimi. This is the subject of cavity QED, which studies 

how the mode densities and the correlations between modes influence radiative 

shifts eind dissipation. In the two following Sections 2.3 and 2.4 we extend these 

considerations beyond the single atom case. In particular, we examine the effects 

of a thermeil vacuum characterized with some temperature T (Section 2.3) and of 

squeezed vacua (Section 2.4) on the level shifts and the rate of spontsmeous emis

sion. We then turn to the discussion of the possibility to introduce a Monte-Carlo 

wave functions approach that would allow to hemdle these equations ntmaerically. 

The essence of this method lies in the possibility to consider the evolution of the 

system in terms of wave functions rather than density matrices, and thus to reduce 

considerably the computer memory requirements. In Sections 2.3.2 and 2.4.2 we 

introduce system operators which allow to express dissipation in the Lindblad form, 

and permit the definition of an effective non-hermitian Hamiltonian which governs 

the dynamics of the system. We apply this approach to the case of far-off-resonance 

systems, a situation usually realised in optical lattices and moleisses. This leads to 
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an effective dipole-dipole interaction, which, explicitly depends on both properties 

of the reservoir and of the external light fields. 

Having discussed the dominant two-body interaction and its properties, in Chap

ter 3 we proceed with studying the regime of atom optics where in addition to two-

body interactions between atoms, quantum statistical effects must be taken into 

consideration. We first give a brief review of the latest experimental and theoreti

cal achievements for atomic degenerate samples (Section 3.1). Our theory is based 

on a matter-wave field approach. In Section 3.2.1 we present the correspondent 

definitions and notation ais well cis the appropriate Fock space (second quantized) 

Hamiltonian, and derive a master equation for the Fock space density matrix. This 

equation is equivEilent to em infinite system of coupled master equations for the 

single-, two-,... pairticle density matrices. We introduce the Hartree-Fock ansatz to 

truncate this system and obtain an effective single-particle nonlinear mzister equa

tion. In Section 3.3, based on the anedogy between nonlinear optics and nonlinecir 

atom optics, we discuss the possibility to probe atomic condensates via atomic 

phcise conjugation, a technique which is sensitive to the coherence properties of the 

atomic condensate. Section 3.3.1 discusses our physical model and the proposed 

experimented scheme. Section 3.3.2 reviews the coherent dynamics of the atoms 

auid proves that indeed, phase conjugation is possible in principle. Since the atoms 

xmder consideration are modeled dts two-level systems, though, the theory of phaise 

conjugation is somewhat more complicated than in the situation of degenerate four-

wave mixing familiar in nonlinear optics, and is more reminiscent of the case where 

the polarization of the optical fields must be taken into account. Spontaneous emis

sion is included in Section 3.3.3. In this Ccise, the nonlinear Schrodinger equation 

used to describe the coherent effects is replaced by a nonlinear Hartree-Fock maister 
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equation, which is solved numerically. Spontaneous emission is shown to drsistically 

reduce the eunount of phase conjugation available, thereby demonstrating its sensi

tivity to the coherence of the condensate. In Section 3.4 we discuss the possibility 

to extend the quantum trajectories method to the special class of nonlinear master 

equations, in particulzir those encountered in nonlinesir atom optics. Section 3.4.1 

sets the stage and the notation for the following discussion, while Section 3.4.2 

addresses the question of finding an "associated" nonlinear Schrodinger equation 

that cein be used to carry out qucintxmi trajectory simulations. The approach we 

chose consists in using a generalized Hartree nonlinear Schrodinger equation. For 

a certciin class of dissipative processes, such as found in nonlinear atom optics, 

the coupling to the reservoir in the Bom-Markov approximation leads to a sim

ple form of dissipation, which contributes only an imaginary two-body potentied 

and a (linear) Lindblad form to the nonlinear master equation. In this case, it is 

straightforwaurd to add the imaginary potential to the dissipationless Heirtree non

linear Schrodinger equation. In addition, since the Lindblad term is linear it can be 

handled in the same way eis in the case of linecir ma^ster equations, i.e. via the in

clusion of a nonhermitian term to the Hartree Schrodinger equation and a random 

succession of "quantum jimips." This is discussed in detail in Section 3.4.3. Section 

3.4.4 illustrates this approach by compciring nonlinear master equation simulations 

to those of a Hartree noidinear Monte Carlo wave functions numerical scheme, for 

the case of atomic phase conjugation. We study the influence of the amount of dis

sipation on the differences between the predictions of these two methods, thereby 

gaining some intuition for the range of validity of the Haurtree approximation. 

The avciilability of atomic condensates also allows to study fluctuations (elemen-

teiry excitations) above a condensate state as well cis the response of these systems 
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to external perturbations. Such studies are already underway, both experimentally 

and theoretically. In Section 3.5 we consider the case of multicomponent conden

sates, which are expected to play an important role in future experiments, e.g. in 

situations where two condenstates cire made to interfere with each other, or where 

Raman treinsitions are used to opticcJly study the phase of a condensate. It is 

known from previous studies of the nonlinear Schrodinger equation, for insteuice 

in the context of nonlineeir optics, that the stability properties of scalar and mul

ticomponent fields can be vastly different, due to the occurrence of cross-coupling 

between the various components. Hence it is importcmt to extend such an analysis 

to the case of quEintum-degenerate atomic system. In Section 3.5.1 we formidate our 

model, and introduces a nonlinear Schrodinger equation that is the generalization 

of the Gross-Pitaevskii equation for vector fields. The element jury excitations of this 

system are described in Section 3.5.2, where we perform the Heirtree-Bogoliubov ap

proximation on vector fields, and find the quasi-particle dispersion relations from 

a Bogoliubov transformation. We discuss this spectrum in severed simple cases, 

illustrating the appearance of energy gaps and of instability regions. 
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CHAPTER 2 

DIPOLE-DIPOLE INTERACTION IN 
TAILORED VACUA 

2.1 Introduction 

The dominant interaction between opticcdly driven atoms is expected to be the 

dipole-dipole interaction between excited and groimd state atoms, whose reinge is 

of the order of zin optical wavelength. It results from the exchange of spontaneously 

emitted photons between neighboring atoms [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6], and is the meiin source 

of collisions in the presence of light and at the intermediate densities nA^ ~ 1 

which are reeJised in optical lattices [7, 8, 9,10,11]. In this regime, the short-range 

van der Waals interaction, which is due to the ground state atom interaction and, 

thus, is importeint when no light is present (the situation of relevance e.g. in Bose 

condensation [12]), can largely be neglected. 

Collective effects in the radiative properties of atoms have a long history, which 

czui be traced back to the original paper of Dicke [13] and the studies of supperra-

diance and superfluorescence [14, 15]. A complete review of the literature on this 

subject is impossible here; references of particular relevance to the present discus

sion address the question of reteirdation and Vciriations of decay constants [1, 2, 3, 4] 

and modifications of the spectrum of spontaneous emission [6, 16, 17]. 

A number of aspects of the near-resonant dipole-dipole interaction between 

ultra-cold atoms have been studied in the recent past in coimection with a growing 

research in cooling and trapping of atoms [7, 8, 9, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. They 
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include in particulEir its impact on the most developed methods of laser cooling, 

including strong field Sysiphus cooling of two-level atoms [5], low intensity Sysi-

phus cooling in lin l.lin optical molasses, [25, 26], and velocity-selective coherent 

population trapping [27]. In addition, the impact of this interaction in atom op

tics has also been investigated, including in particular the possibility of using this 

mechanism to achieve nonlinear atom optics [28, 29, 30] (we discuss this aspect of 

the dipole-dipole interaction in Chapter 3). 

As we eJready mentioned the dipole-dipole interaction is mediated by the electro

magnetic field shared by the atoms undergoing the collision. Thus it is expected to 

be modified in cavity QED situations. Cavity Q£D rests on the observation that 

one can alter the quantitative and /or qualitative nature of light-matter interac

tions by tailoring the electromagnetic environment of the atoms. For instance, it 

has been known firom the work of Weisskopf ajid Wigner [31] that the spontaneous 

emission rate is proportional to the density of modes of the electromagnetic field at 

the frequency of the trcinsition tmder consideration. If this density can be changed, 

for example, in an optical cavity, then the spontaneous emission rate can be ei

ther enheinced [32] or inhibited [33]. For extremely high-Q resonators spontaneous 

emission takes the form of a periodic exchamge of energy between the atoms and 

the electromagnetic field modes resoneint with the atomic transition, i.e. sponta

neous emission becomes reversible [34]. Another way to modify the vacuum is by 

introducing correlations between modes (e.g. squeezed vacuum). The coupling of 

the atoms to a squeezed vacuum leads to more complex dynamics, even for a single 

atom. In partictJar, it is no longer possible to describe the decay of the atomic 

polarization by a single rate l/Tj .[35] 
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In this Chapter we extend these ideas of the cavity QED to the case of several 

atoms, examining how, if possible at all, one can control the strength of the atomic 

interaction cind the rate of spontaneous emission by manipidating the vacuum. 

In Section 2.2 we present a review of the choice Jind development of an appropri

ate model and formalism in which the problem cem be specified. Sections 2.3 and 

2.4 cover the effects of thermal and squeezed vacua, respectively, on the collective 

radiative properties of atomic samples. 

2.2 Model 

2.2.1 The Hamiltonian 

Since atom-atom interactions axe mediated by the electromagnetic field, we seek 

for a model describing the dynamics of atoms in the vacuum field, eis well as external 

laser fields that describe, e.g. cooling and trapping fields or atom optical elements, 

and that may be treated quemtum mechanically or clcissicaJly, depending upon the 

circumsteinces. As we are considering nonrelativistic particles (u c) interacting 

with low energy modes of electromagnetic fields (hu rnc^), a convenient starting 

point to represent the system is the minimal coupling Hamiltoniam in the Coulomb 

where ^x(r) is the conjugate momentimiof the tramsverse part of the vector poten

tial ^r), the index i runs over the atoms and Oi over their constituents. The charge 

density is g(r) = - ro,). We assimie charge neutrality, Yloi lai = 0> 

gauge [36, 37] 

(2.1) 
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furtheimore that it is meaningful to consider individual atoms, i.e. we ignore the 

effects of electron exchange. Under these conditions and with the goal to eval

uate atom-atom interactions it is more convenient to work within the multipole 

expansion, which can be obtained from the Coulomb gauge Hamiltonian via the 

Power-Zienau trcinsformation [36]. The advantage of the Power-Zienau point of 

view is, first of edl, that all interactions aire expressed in terms of physical quantities 

such cis polaxizations and electric fields, mcignetizations and magnetic field, so that 

the vector potential .4(r) as well eis static multipole interactions are not present 

[36, 37]. In addition, it gives a suitable steirting point for the properly retarded 

multipole expansions in the Hamiltonian, which eire of interest in the problem at 

hand. 

The Power-Zienau transformation is defined by the following unitary operator 

U = exp[~J<irP(r) • .4(r)], (2.2) 

where 

-V • P(r) = ,(r) 

and 

P(r) = X) ?<».•('•«.• - L - Rt - A(ra.. - R<)) = 53 Pi(r), 
«,oi «• 

Pi(r) being the polarization of atom i. The new Hamiltonian is given by H' = 

UHU~^ because U is not explicitly time dependent, which means we fix the ref

erence configuration and no currents occur in the system. When applied to the 

minimal coupling Hamiltonian (2.1), the Power-Zienau transformation yields the 

new Hamiltonian 

H = + + (2-3) 
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where 

11 J 
= E ̂  (p"< + ^ - R-n) 

+ 2w/drPl,(r) + l/<ir*'i^^, (2.4) 

Vi = -jdrPi{r)-S^(r), (2.5) 

V5, =IT J <irPj..i(r) • Pj.j(r) + ̂  = IT J drP, (T )  •  Pj(T), (2.6) 

and 

Note that in the new representation we still xxse the symbols Pailn^ai and ^x(r), 

with the understanding that these operators belong to the conjugate momentuni 

of Fa; amd Ax(r), respectively (and not to the velocity Va,. and the electric field 

5x(r)). Indeed, under this trzmsformation velocity Va,- = (pa,- — <lai>^^ai))l'^aie 

converts into 

£'f^-;^.4(r„))p-' = 
\mai niaiC J 

'iAA(r„i - Ri) X B(Ri + A(r„ - Rj)), 
TT^ot - C •/O 

and the treinsverse electric field S±(r) transforms into 

C/Sx(r)[r-' = Sj.(r) - 47rPx(r), (2.8) 

i.e. 5x(r) represents the displacement current l?x(r) after the transformation [36]. 

The Hamiltonian (2.3) is still exact. We now proceed to simplify it by drop

ping all magnetic terms and replacing the remaining part of the Hamiltonian (2.4) 

by that of two multilevel atoms, consisting of an excited state mauiifold {|e,„)} 
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and a ground states manifold {l^m}}) ^ being a magnetic quantum number. The 

polarization of atom i is then replaced by 

P.(r) = d(D+ + D-)«J(r-ri), 

D = did, where d is an atomic dipole operator and d is a. reduced matrix element 

[38, 39], D"*" = PeDPgy D~ = PgDPe are the raising and lowering atomic operators, 

operators Pe, Pg ax& the projectors onto the subspaces of the excited, respectively 

ground electronic atomic states [20], 

P' = i |em)(em|, 

Pg — |fl'm)(5m|> (2-9) 

Jg, Je being the eingular momentxmiof the ground- and excited-state manifold. The 

contact interaction (2.6) reads: 

¥12 = Zirh-yfCD'̂  (g) D~ + D~ ® D"'")̂ (ri — r2), (2.10) 

where we have introduced the sponteineous emission decay rate h'yj = AcPl^/3 

and Wo = cko is the atomic transition frequency. In equation (2.10), we have 

dropped nonresonant terms to be consistent with the rotating-wave approximation 

that will be performed later on. It is worth mentioning at this point that the only 

insteintaneous coupling is the two-body contact interaction (2.6). 

Our model Hamiltoniaji reduces now to 

H = + + (2.11) 

where in addition to the atomic Hamiltonian (2.4), Hg includes the contact term 

(2.6) as well as the part of the dipole interaction (2.5) due to macroscopic fields. 
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which are treated £is classical variables; Htf is the Hamiltonian describing the 

interaction between the atoms and the quantized electromagnetic field 

fr./ = -y<frP(r).^x(r). (2.12) 

To present this Hamiltonian in the more familijir form we introduce the positive 

frequency component of the electromagnetic field and perform its mode decompo

sition 

£xW = E (2.13) 
$ 

As usual, the mode index 5 = {k,i} nms over the continuum of wave vectors 

k zind the two orthogonad. poleirizations ^ = ± for each k. We chose circular 

polarizations chciracterized by orthogonal vectors e/(k) in the plane perpendicular 

to the direction of propagation k = k/fc of mode s. The annihilation and creation 

field operators satisfy the boson commutation relation [a,, a|/] = ^(k — k')^/^», 

6o{k) = ^hck/2€oV is the "electric field per photon" of mode s, and V is the 

quantization volume. Note here that strictly speaking, and to be consistent with 

the Coulomb gauge we started with, the siim over wave vectors in Eq.(2.13) should 

be truncated at some cut-off wavenumber such that ckd = huc «C [36]. This 

doesn't influence our further Ceilculations, since this cut-off frequency ccin be chosen 

high enough (wq <IC Wc rni<?Ih) to keep'm H,/ a sufficiently large spectrzJ range 

to correctly describe the importeint neeur-resonzuit particle interaction that we are 

primarily concerned with, in particuleir the near-resonant absorption or emission of 

photons. 
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Substituting then the expression (2.13) for 5x(r) into the Hamiltonian H,f and 

introducing the rotating-wave approximation, we obt<iin the expected representa

tion 

II.f = E(d?- • £l(r.)) + A.C. = £ £; fi(k) (dt • 4,(k)) a.<̂  " + h.c. (2.14) 
»=X t=l » 

2.2.2 Master equation 

Since we axe not interested in the details of the dynamics of the continuimi of 

modes of the electromagnetic field, we treat them as a Markoviein reservoir which we 

eliminate to derive a master equation for the atomic evolution. Assuming a weak 

enough interaction between atoms and electromagnetic modes and a sxifficiently 

broad-band vacuum that we can invoke the Bom-Markov approximation [40] ^ , 

the Liouville equation for the system reduced density operator p,{t) takes the form 

?£^ = -t[H.,p.\+Cp.. (2.16) 

where the Liouvillian C reads 

/o' 
and the operators in i?,/ include the time dependence of their free fields. Here we 

eissumed as usual the cozirse-grained factorization of into ®Ps(t), where 

is the statisticcJ. equilibrium density operator of the bath, thereby being left 

with the free-field expectation values. 

Since the correlation functions of the reservoir decay over a time sceile short 

compzired to the characteristic time of the system dynamics, it is possible to extend 

^Note, that effectively Markovian approximation replaces the field operator by an operator 
that depends on atomic dipoles at the same time t without any "memory" of these Vciriables at 
e£urlier times. As a consequence, retardation effects are not fiilly taken into account [4, 37]. 
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the upper integration limit t  to infinity on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.16). The 

eveduation of this integral then reduces to the half-sided Fourier trsmsform of the 

following field correlation 

r'lrI;{CUt)V^4t-T))e-<^- (2.17) 
JO 

(2.18) 
MS' 

r dr E(ri,.(t)rw^(< - r)>e'»(»-'' (2.19) 

and finally, 

r dr E(rl„(«)rU(i - r))e-'^(»-'l. (2.20) 
JO 

where we introduced the field operators [6, 41] 

r,- , .( i)  = d£o{k){ei{k) • e,)a.e»Tfc-ie-^, (2.21) 

emd e,, 9 = 0, ± eire unit vectors with respect to the axis Oz. 

To proceed further it is necessary to specify statistical properties of the electro

magnetic environment atoms are submerged into. In Section 2.3 we consider effects 

of the thermcd reservoir, while in Section 2.4 we consider the effects of squeezed 

vacua. 

2.3 Thermal vacua 

2.3.1 Dipole-dipole interaction 

In taking the peirtial trace Try over the field variables in Eq.(2.16), we asstmie 

in this Section that the reservoir is a thermal bath characterized by a temperature 
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T.  In other words, the relevant filed correlation function for the master equation 

(2.16) are 

(aja^) = - k') V, (2.22) 
CJUr 

{(L,a\,) = - a.')i(k - k-jiv. 

and 

(a,a,') = (ajal,) = 0. 

Here N{(JJ)  is the thermal population of the mode of frequency U. Correspondingly, 

the field operators defined in Eq.(2.21) satisfy the relations 

(r«.(t)ryw(«')) = 0 (2-23) 

and 

•¥.•(«')) = - u,')S(k - k'). 

(2.24) 

In this Izist expression, r = ry — ry is the relative coordinate of the two atoms, and 

k') = £(Mk) • 6,)*(€<(kO • (2.25) 
i=± 

gives the usual dipole-dipole radiation pattern. Performing integration over time 

we get 

= + 1] [s(H,-^) - "-V (;3^)] 

X / k)c'5'-- = |-[iV(u;<,) + + <A^(r) (2.26) 
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and 

r <''• E<rU(«)rv̂ (« - = 
*.y 

= -^^j du^{NW) + 1) [i(a« - a,) + ip {—)] 

X / ̂D,^{k. k)e'5' ' = - <VW- (2-27) 

As a result of the Bom-Mzirkov approximation, which only involves the double 

commutator of Eq.(2.16), it is obvious that at most two atoms can simultaneously 

appear in the master equation under consideration. Hence, this approach zdlows 

one to hcindle single atom contributions and two-body interactions only. As such, 

it is adequate for low density situations, where 3-body interaction and higher-order 

collisions c«in be neglected. Substitution of the correlation functions (2.26) and 

(2.27) into Eq.(2.16) results in the two-particle Liouvilliein of the form 

£c = -jlVii,pl + 4"'V (2-28) 

This expression implies that now the Liouvillian contains both hermitian and dis-

sipative parts. The new hamiltonicin contribution to the master equation (2.15) 

is 

Vii = DJ- • (A(r) - ̂(r)) • DJ h.c., (2.29) 

and the dissipative part of the Liouvillian of the two-atom master equation reads 

rfV= 

-T S E + il(D+ • a,)(D7 • K ) p  +  •  ® ; ) ( d;  • 8,)p} 
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-:^12Ar(<^) + ll£ Y: /'«'[(D?-««)(D<--V)f + *'(D+-^,)(D<--v)] 
^ }t «^=o.db 

s E / .!2/ 
2 y^i,2,,^=±' 

<m(k) 
4ir 

{[i\r(a;i,) + IKDJ • • e,.) 

+iV(a,,)(Dt • • v)} • (2-30) 

Averaging over the sphere involved in expressions (2.26) emd (2.27) yeilds explicitly 

[51 

/J(r) = 2 
- ^ sinkor f ./cosfcor sinfcor 

(/ - rr) ^ +{I- 3rr) I 
kor ' ''"'\{kory (A^r)^ 

and the restilting atomic radiation shift operator 

)1 (2.31) 

^<r) = A(r)-l(r) = ̂ d(r) 

= 4^^ 
...cosfcoT* ft ^^-^fsmkor cos 

- rr)-rr- - - 3rr) I (T"^ ,r)3 / 
(2.32) 

from which we obteiin the explicit matrix elements appearing in Eqs.(2.31) and 

(2.32) as 

and 

/5«' 

/?++ 

f^oo 

fi-o 

/?-+ 

9'9 

/3__ = ;o(fcr) - -(3cos^ - l)i2(fcr), 

io(fcT*) + ^(3cos^ Br - l)j2{kr), 

3 
Po+ = 

^i2(fcT*)(l - cos^ 6r)e~^^, (2.33) 

^9' ~ ^*9'? 

a++ = a— = Tio(fcr) — -(3cos^ 9r — l)n2(fcr), 
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aoo = no(kr) + ^(3 cos^ 6r — l)n2(AT), 

3 
a_o = 00+= —7=n2(fcr)sindrCosfl,.e~^, 

2v2 

a_+ = ^n2(AT)(l — cos^0r)e~^^ (2.34) 

Here {r,9r,<f>r) are the spherical coordinates of the relative position r of the two 

atoms, expressed with respect to the coordinate system in which atomic dipole 

operators were defined; the functions ji{kr) eire spherical Bessel functions of the 

first kind, and ni(fcr) are spherical Bessel functions of the second kind [42]. De

pendence of these matrix elements on the two components q and is due to the 

generally non-zero projections of the polarization vector of a vacuum mode onto the 

vectors 6,. The functions a,,/ cam. be intuitively understood in terms of the analo

gous situation of two clcissical dipole oscillators with well-defined polarizations and 

phases [43], the indices (g, g') specifying which dipole components zire involved. 

For instance, the functions aoo> «++ and o: l^ave exactly the forms of the mu

tual interaction energies of two classical radiating dipoles of identiccil polarization 

Co, 6+ and e_ , respectively. Similarly, the remaining functions correspond to the 

cases in which the dipoles are not identically polarized. The expressions (2.31) and 

(2.32) Eire in complete agreement with the results of Ref.[5]. Also we recognize 

that correlations in (2.26) Ccin be associated with the stimulated and spontaneous 

emission processes, while the correlations in (2.27) eire due to the stimulated ab

sorption precosses. Consequently A(r) represents the radiative shift of the ground 
A 

state and ^(r) corresponds to the radiative shift of the excited state of one atom in 

the presence of another. Finally, note that the single particle results are contained 

in Eqs. (2.26) and (2.27). Indeed, in this case r = 0 and thus 
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and 

^(0) = N{uj)I 
2 Jo Uq IT Ku—uqJ 

while 

It follows from these expressions that at T = 0 only the excited state gets a fre

quency shift which is a direct result of the rotating wave approximation [37]. 

The hermitian contribution (2.29) is interpreted zis the neeir-resonant dipole-

dipole interaction. Its physical origin is the exchcinge of excitation between the 

atoms, so the potential depends on the atoms being in opposite states of electronic 

excitation. This exchange occur via the vacuum electromagnetic modes hence it is 

not surprising that it is proportioned to the spontaneous decay rate 7/. Observe 

also that the dipole-dipole interaction doesn't depend on the occupation of free-

space modes, i.e. on the temperature, which means that it is determined only by 

the exchange of atoms with spontaneously emitted photons. Stimulated emission 

and absorption processes compensate each other [44, 45], which eJso follows from 

the fact that the dipole-dipole interaction (2.29) depends only on the difference 

between radiative shifts of the excited ajid ground states. Hence, in spite of the 

classical-looking expression appearing in Vja, this is purely a quemtum mechajiiced 

effect. The fact that the dipole-dipole potentieil involves the reusing operator of one 

of the atoms ajid the lowering operator of the other confirms the interpretation of 

this potential in terms of reabsorption of spontaneously emitted photons. In the 

1-dimensioncd case dr = 0, eind with the appropriate selection rules, the expression 

(2.29) of the dipole-dipole potenticJ reduces to the two-level result of Refs. [5, 6], 

emd to the lambda-system expressions of Ref. [27]. It is interesting to note that 

in genereJ, the dipole-dipole interaction depends not only on the polar cingle 6r, 
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but also on the azimuthal angle ^r- This is because as evidenced by Eq. (2.29), 

the polcirization of the light emitted by one of the atoms needs not be the same as 

that of the light being reabsorbed by the other one. This is specifically the case if 

qf. To achieve proper conservation of the total angular momentiim under this 

situation requires a rotation of the atomic system. This explains the appearance 

of the rotation by the angle <f>riotq = <;^± 1, and by the angle 2(f>r fox q = ±2. 

The second contribution is a modulation of the decay, involving both atoms and 

depending on the interatomic distance. This is a quantum interference term result

ing £:om the fact that there are now two chaimels through which a spontaneous 

photon can be emitted, and reduces to the Dicke superradiance decay rate for two 

atoms at the scime location. The lEist contribution to the dissipative part of the 

Liouvillian Cj, proportional to a solid angle integral, is the so-czdled "fill-up" term 

which describes how the atomic ground states are populated via spontaneous emis

sion and the exponentials such m e.g. exp(—z^ok • ry/c) are related to the atomic 

recoil associated with atomic decay. The dissipative part of the Liouvillian depends 

explicitly on the resonant with atomic trzinsition mode populations, and thus is in

fluenced by the temperature of thermal vacuum. Reccdl that this approach, which 

relies of the Bom-Markov approximation, completely neglects the van der Wacils 

interaction. However, the reinge of the near-resonjint dipole-dipole interaction is 

long compeired to that of the van der Walls potentid, of the order of an optical 

wavelength, and is therefore expected to be the dominant two-body interaction for 

atoms driven by a leiser field. 
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2.3.2 Application: far-off-resonance optical lattices 

In order to gain a better understanding of the dipole-dipole interaction, we 

now discuss it in the specific example of a far-off-resonance optical lattice. We 

are interested specifically in constructing an effective dipole-dipole potential for 

this situation, aind then proceed following the spirit of Monte-Ceirlo wave function 

simulations [46, 47] and recast the master equation in a form that describes the 

state evolution in terms of a non-hermihiein effective Hamiltonian, approach that 

has become very popular in qusmtum optics in the last few years. To construct this 

Hamiltonian we first introduce the operators 

Ci-(k) = E (e,(k) • €,) •«,) + • i,)) (2.35) 
9=±.0 

in terms of which takes the Lindblad form 

X {(iv(a;„) +1] (2c,-(k)p.c*(k) - c;(i)cr(i)p. - p.c;-tk)cr(k)p.) 

+N(u,) (2Ct(k)p.Cr(k - C,-(k)C,+(k)p, - ̂,cr(k)<7?-(k)) }. (2.36) 

This allows us to define the non-hermitian effective Hamiltoniein 

H e f f  =  H t  +  H d a m p  + Vu, (2.37) 

which governs the evolution of the system 

ihlrP) = (2.38) 

interrupted by randomly occuring quantum jumps [46, 47]. The nonhermitian 

Hamil tonian  descr ib ing  a tomic  deunping i n  H e f f ,  

+ l|C?(k)Cr(k) + ^'KjCrWCink)}, 
 ̂ t=± 
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can be reexpressed as a sum of a single atom contribution 

= i ^ E  E  +  i K D ?  •  ̂ ) ( D r  • « : )  
^ »=X,2 9=0,± 

+JV(a^)(Dr . i;)(D?- • €,)} (2.39) 

and a two-body component 

+1] ^ ;3^((Df •i,)(Dj--v) + fc-c.)- (2.40) 
9i9'=0.± 

Introducing the two-atom state vector |^(t)), decomposing it as 

im) = +p,.,p.̂ im) 

= + V'j. + (2-41) 

and substituting this expression into the Schrodinger equation (2.38) yields then 

the coupled difFerentied equations 

i>„ = -i(f - 2(i + + ll))l>„ 

+ + G-(rj)^„) + '-(Vu + 

<i>„ = + + 

+ + G'*'(r2)^„) + ^iVu + S2^amp)i>ta 

= -i(f-<fiV(i,«))l(.„ + i|(G-(r,)V.« + G-('-2)V',.). (2-42) 

where 

r. Pi . P2 AO .ON 
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is the kinetic energy of the atoms, ^ — wq is the dettming between the Iciser 

frequency and the Bohr frequency of the atomic transition, and the internal atomic 

operators are specified by 

G^(rf) = • E^(ri)/ftn, (2.44) 

with = 2y/2dSo, see e.g. Ref. [20]. 

In the Ceise of leirge detunings S = u>i, —u>q the excited states remzdn weeikly 

populated eind it is possible to adiabatically eliminate them. To lowest order in 

the dipole-dipole interaction, the effective Schrodinger-like evolution of the ground 

state wave function rffgg is then given by 

-J {nSs,(G:Gt + G^at) - + G^v^at)^ 

- VGTGf + a-^Gt) + 

(2.45) 

where 

7=-ry[JVM + lI, (2.46) 

SQ = (ft/2)^/[(5)^ + (7/2)^] is the satiiration parameter and ^5o(GfGi" + GjGj) 

form the usueil optical (light) shift potentiab [20]. However, in the regime of large 

detunings considered here, 5 » 0,7 it is adequate to approximate the saturation 

parameter by sq ~ S~^. (Note that the potential energy appearing in Eq.(2.45) re

duces to the usual optical potential when the dipole-dipole interziction is neglected, 

as should be the case.) The other components of the wave function of the two-atom 

system adiabatically follow tpgg according to the algebraic relations 

A, = -^{Gt 
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= -1((^ - l^+^*2EGni6„ 

+ (2.47) 

Together with the expression. (2,29) for the dipole-dipole interaction, Eq.(2.45) 

yield for the effective dipole-dipole potential Vjd-eff between ground state atoms 

Vi,-.// s —{G^VuGt + G^VjjGt), (2.48) 

which depends both on the original dipole-dipole potential (2.29) between ground 

and excited atoms and on the macroscopical optical fields. 

For the 3-dimensional lattice configuration resulting from the splitting of the 

counterpropagating beams in a lin±lin molasses [7, 8, 9], one has explicitly [48] 

Ei(r) = i [S+(r)«+ + S-(r)4-] (2.49) 

where 

^±(r) = ^V2SQe*''~' [cos(fcxx)e''^' ̂  cos(A:j,y)e~*'^'] (2.50) 

eind 

€± = (e, ± 6y) 

CQ = 6x. (2.51) 

The various wave numbers appearing in Eq. (2.50) aure given by relations 

kx = fcsin^x, (2.52) 

ky = fcsin^y, (2.53) 

k± = ifc(cos5x ± cosdy), (2.54) 

the suigles dx and 9y being the angles by which the counterpropagating laser fields of 

the original 1-dimensional lin_Llin molasses have been split in the (x, z) and (y, z) 
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z 

Figure 2.1: Geometry of the three-dimensional linllin optical lattice. The four 

wave vectors lie in two planes, such that the polarizations of the two beams in a 

plane eire perpendicular to the plane. 

plane, respectively (see Fig. 1). Considering the case of Jg = 1/2 -»• Je = 3/2 

atomic transitions, the explicit forms of the operators appearing in the internal 

dipole operators (2.44) aire [20] 

The representation for the effective dipole-dipole potentizJ. results from substi

tuting the explicit expressions for the dipole-dipole potential eind laser field con

figurations into Eq. (2.48), followed by lengthy but straightforward algebra. One 

(2.55) 
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finds in the 3-dimensioncil case 

° »j=±l/2t'i'=±l/2 
(2.56) 

and explicit formiilae for the matrix elements Vij-^i'j' are given in [49]. It is evident 

from the form of the effective dipole-dipole potential that it is determined both by-

internal structure of the atoms and the configuration of external laser fields. In 

contreist to the dipole-dipole potential which leads to the interaction only between 

atoms in different internal states (one atom in excited, another in ground state), 

effective dipole-dipole interaction is possible between atoms being either in the 

same or different internal states. 

2.4 Squeezed vacua 

2.4.1 Dipole-dipole interaction 

We consider explicitly two peirticular ways to achieve a squeezed vacuum, near-

degenerate four-wave miving [50, 51] and near-degenerate parametric amplification 

[52, 53]. While both mechanisms lead to similar reservoir properties as far as 

frequencies aire considered, and hence to similax single-atom dynamics, the pairs 

of correlated modes that are generated differ significantly with respect to their 

coordinate dependence, with important consequences for two-body interactions. 

Here we aire studying the case of resonant squeezed vacua where the correlated 

modes have frequencies symmetricjilly displaced from the atomic resoneince fre

quency u;± = Wo ± A. Specifically, squeezing leads to the following nonvanishing 
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field correlation functions between modes of the electromagnetic field [54], 

(a,a,.> = -^^^^i(2u«-w-a/)i(k±kOV. (2-58) 
Cl>\̂ ZUQ — UJ) 

with similar expressions for {a»a|/) and (aja|»). In these expressions, N{CJ) is the 

mean photon numbers  a t  f requency u j  =  c k  i n  the  squeezed "vacuum",  M ( u ; , u f ' )  

is the so-called squeezing parameter and the frequency of the pump be£Lm(s) is 

tciken to be equal to the atomic transition frequency wq. The '+' sign in the ar

gument of the delta-function in Eq.(2.58) corresponds to foiir-wave mixing, and 

the sign to pareimetric amplification. The squeezing parameter M(co,(o') is re

lated to the meein photon number per mode N(u)) by the inequsdity < 

N { c v ) N { u j ' )  + m i n { N { u j ) ,  In  the  case  of  "per fec t  squeezing"  N { u j )  =  N { u } ' )  

and = N{u;)[N{(o) + 1] [55]. 

As we have seen [5, 6, 14] the contribution C p  to the master equation (2.15) 

cannot be interpreted as a simple damping term: it also includes a Hamiltonian 

contribution Yu, which is the dipole-dipole potentijd resulting from the reabsorp-

tion by one atom of a photon spontaneously emitted by the other one. 

In taking the pairtial trace Trf over the field variables, we assume now that the 

reservoir is in a squeezed vacuum. This leads to the appearance of several new terms 

35 compcired to the thermal equilibrium situation, due to the non-vanishing second-

order correlation functions involving pcdrs of amnihilation of creation operators, see 

Eq. (2.58). Following the saune steps as in the the case of a thermed reservoir we 

introduce the field operators Fy,,, Fj-,, defined by (2.21). For a squeezed vacuum 

these field operators satisfy the following correlation relations 

E(rJ,.(«)rrtv(!')> = ̂ eoik)'T>,^(k, - u.')i(k - t), 
II, WW 
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pr».Wr>v.(0) = 

xP,^(k, k')e^'^*'-'''^ 'e2*^''+''')-^e^e^*'(y(2a;o - a; - a;')<y(k ± k'), (2.59) 

where R = (ri + r2)/2 is a center-of-mass position. Taking into account Eq.(2.58) 

yields then, in the case of parametric amplification, 

X [M{U,2UO + M(2a;o 

= / <WVw(2a^,-a.) I 

X (M(a;, - a.) [{(<.)„ - w) + (;;;^)] 

+Af(2u,j -a,,a,) [i(a^ -u.) - ip (;;;^)]) 

= I^) / 5^P,,.,.(fc, -£)€=•=?'•". (2.60) 

while for the four-wave mixing 

/ J dr J duuj^y/u{2u;o - w) 

X (M(a;, 2a;o - + M(2u;o - a;,a;)e-*('-»-")'") 

y • 47r 

X (M(^,2a„ - 0.) [%o -c/) + (;:;^)] 
Wo 

+M(2a^ - a,,u,) -«,) - ip (;;;^)]) 
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(2.61) 

We see that these equations do not contain radiative shift terms, which implies 

that there are no new contributions to the system Hamiltonian. An importsuit 

point is that the dipole-dipole potential remains \mchanged eis comp£u:ed to its 

value for a usual vacuxmi, or, for that matter, of a thermal reservoir at non-zero 

temperature. The result that neither a thermal bath [44] nor a squeezed vacuum 

modifies the dipole-dipole potenticil Va may appear surprising at first, as its form 

is, after all, very "classical-looking." One might therefore have expected that the 

stimxilated effects associated with a non-zero mean photon number in a reservoir 

at finite temperature, or with non-vanishing correlation functions between pairs 

of annihilation operators in a squeezed vacuum, would lead to a modification of 

Vdd- That the stimulated absorption and emission effects associated with these non-

Veinishing correlation functions compensate each other exactly clearly demonstrates 

that despite its cleissical-looking form, the dipole-dipole interaction is indeed truly 

a "vacuimi effect", intimately connected to spontaneous emission. 

The dissipative part Cdp of the two-atom master equation reads 

Cip = cfp 
u;o) E Y: U* ((DJ' • • v)p + PfPl • ^)(D? • V)) 

±k)(D+ • •«,') + A.c., (2.62) 

4,q'=0,± 

-7/M(a/o, O/o) [(^l" • • Mp + Pi^l • • V)] 
(J,q'=0,± 
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where is the dissipative part of the Liouvillian due to the "thermal bath" 

defined in Elq.(2.30). Besides of the fill-up terms in the Liouvillian the Li

ouvillian (2.62) also includes additioneil terms containing products of two atomic 

raising or lowering operators. Their physical origin is the absorption of two photons 

£rom, or emission of two photons into the squeezed vacuum, with the eissociated 

atomic recoil. While these two-atom and two-photon emission or absorption terms 

can obviously not be interpreted as "fiU-up" terms, we shall still losely call the 

integral in the master equation (2.62) the fill-up part. 

Turning now to the other contributions to Eq. (2.62), we observe that the first 

term is a "single-atom" efiects eind they account for modification of spontaneous 

emission due to the coupling of the atoms to a squeezed vacuum [35]. It is propor

tioned to 

= 5 / ̂ 13,,-^ (k. (2.63) 

for the cMe where the squeezed vacuum results from parametric eimplification, and 

to 

(2-64) 

in the case of near-degenerate four-wave mixing, and describes the modification of 

the single atoms spontaneous decay rate due to the presence of a squeezed vacuum. 

The dependence of on the center-of-mass position of the atoms, in the case of 

parametric amplification, has previously been noted by Ficek [56] It results from the 

fact that squeezing destroys the homogeneity of space, as can be seen by expressing 

the squeezed vacuum correlation functions Eq.(2.58) in coordinate space: Due to 

the resonant nature of the atom-photon exchange, the only pairs of modes which 
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contribute to the atomic decay are 

- a;o)<J(k ± (2.65) 
OJCJQ 

where ± corresponds to parametric amplification and four-wave mixing, respec

tively. In coordinate space this correlation function becomes 

(<•(,,<•<•«) s Jdkdk'{a.a )̂e-̂ e-'̂ '' = M{uo,uo) J 

(2.66) 

In the case of counterpropagating modes (4-wave mixing), it exhibits a dependence 

on the relative coordinate r, 

(a«,riai',ra) = Af(a;o,a;o) j (2.67) 

while in the ccise of copropagating modes (parametric amplification) it depends on 

the center of mass coordinate R, 

= M{UQ,U}O) j (2.68) 

which demonstrates how squeezing destroys the homogeneity of space. 

Finally, the "squeezed" contribution to the collective decay of the two-atom 

system is proportional to whose form depends on the way squeezing has been 

achieved. For parametric amplification we have and hence the decay 

is influenced by the center-of-mass position of the atomic system, while for necir-

degenerate four-wave mixing we have 

= 1/ (2.69) 

and hence a dependence on the relative position of the atoms. 

We find, then, that in contrast to the dipole-dipole potential, the dissipative part 

of the two-atom Liouvillian is cifiected by the spatieJ. characteristics of the reservoir 
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correlations. For a squeezed vacuum achieved via parametric amplification, the 

atomic decay depends both, on the relative and center-of-mass positions of atoms, 

while in the case of four-wave mixing it is determined only by the relative position 

of atoms, as in the case of a thermal bath. 

2.4.2 Effective Hamiltoiiian 

The two-atom mjister equation derived in the Section 2.4.1 is rather cumber

some to handle, even numerically, since a two-atom description leads to substantial 

computer memory requirements. We have mentioned ecirlier that in case the mas

ter equation of a given problem is of the Lindblad form, it is possible to replace it 

by an equivalent formalism relying on an effective nonhermitian Hamiltonian and 

Monte Carlo wave function (MCWF) simulations [46, 47, 57, 58]. For example, 

Ref. [57] explicitly developed such a formalism for the situation of a two-level atom 

in a squeezed reservoir. The gocil of this Section is to extend these ideas to a sys

tem of two multi-level atoms with arbitrary interned structure and coupled to a 

squeezed vacuimi, by defining operators zdlowing to express the dissipative part of 

the Liouvillian (2.62) in the Lindblad form 

= -? + pClO„) + S Cn./>Ci. (2.70) 
" m m 

As in Section 2.3.2, we achive this goal by introducing the operators 

Ci"(k) = •£, {4,(k) • €,) (e-?'"(Dr • 8,) + • e,)) (2.71) 
«=±.o 

and 

C«(k) = (Ci"(fe))t, (2.72) 
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which permit to reexpress the Liouvillian (2.62) as 

= 5 E I ̂ (20«(ki)pc«(k,)' 
2 i j=i &=± •' 

(ki)^ - p<7P(k,)tcf (k,))i(k, ± 6j), 

(2.73) 

where the ± in the argument of the ^-function corresponds to a prepciration of the 

squeezed vacuum via paraimetric amplification and four-wave mixing, respectively. 

The coefficients 0ij can be thought of as elements of the (2 x 2) matrix 

/3 = ^ 
^ 2 

(2.74) 
+ 1 — Af*(a;oi t^o) 

—M(ci;o,a;o) 

Equation (2.74) has the same form as Eq. (22) of Ref. [57], except that the 

physical interpretation of the operators involved is now different. Nonetheless, it 

can be diagoncilized in the same way, leading to 

^ i=l 

-4'(k2)U?'(ki)p - Mi'''(k2)'^i''(ki))i(ki ± fe), (2.75) 

where the operators Ai '(k) are given by 

3=1 

(2.76) 

Here A1.2 = 37/ (2N{(uq) + 1 ± yfl + 4|Af(a;o,wo)|^) /4, and the coefficients Uji are 

the elements of the unitary matrix 

U = 
^ cos(5/2)e~^/^ — sin(5/2)e~^/^ 

(2.77) 

\ 
sin(^/2)e^/^ cos(5/2)e*^/^ j 

with tein^ = 2lAf(a;o,ci;o)l and M(a;o,a;o) = |M(wo,a;o)lc*(^^. For two-level atoms 

coupled to a perfectly squeezed vacuvun and R = r = 0 (Dicke model), the master 
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equation (2.75) reduces to the results of Agarwal and Puri [59]. (Note that in that 

case, A2 = 0 eind hence i4i'^(k) = 0.) 

The effective nonhennitian Hamiltonian describing two atoms coupled to a 

squeezed vacuiim is therefore 

^e// = + Vu + 'Hjamp (2.78) 

where the nonhennitian Hamiltonian describing the atomic damping 

J (k, ± k,) (2.79) 

can be expressed Jis the sum of a single atom contribution 'Hi,damp defined in 

Eq.(2.39) and a two-body component H2,damp = ^^liamp + "^i'^iamp > '^ith W^Lmp 

determined in Eq.(2.40) and giving the "thermal" contributions and 

•Wilmp = ( E "wCDf • »,)(DJ •€,.) +A-c.) (2.80) 
\5,q'=0,± / 

representing the "squeezing" contributions. We observe that in contrast to the 

two-atom part, 'Hi^damp does not contedn a "squeezing" contribution, due to the 

fact that Df = Df Df = 0. Single-atom "squeezing" terms appeeir only in the 

"fill-up" term of the meister equation (2.62), as previously discussed. 

The impact of a squeezed vacuum on the modulation of the decay rate is peirticu-

larly transparent for atoms interacting with a low intensity near-resonant extemaJ 

laser field such that the subspace of excited states remains almost impopulated. 

In this case, it is possible to adiabatically eliminate the excited states manifold 

as we already did in Section 2.3.2. Similarly to the approach of that Section, we 

decompose the atomic state vector |^(t)) as 

I V ' ( i ) )  =  P ^ . l P e M t ) )  +  P e , l P g , 2 \ r p { t ) )  +  ̂ f f . l ^ e . 2 | V ' ( < ) )  +  ̂ S . l - P j . 2 | V ' ( i ) )  

= V'ee + Ag + i>gc + ^gg, (2.81) 
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where the projectors Pg.i and t = 1,2 are given by Eq. (2.9). Substituting this 

expression into the Schrodinger equation 

(2.82) 

yields then coupled differential equations 

i K  A. = 

= [-f+('^-2)]''*' 

= [-f+('•'-2)]^-

+ Y (G-{ri)V'.. + G-i-(rj)V.„) + ^ (Vii + ^41™,) V'.,. 

iir , 7/ 
"'ss = -

+ Y (G-(r,)*« + G-(r,)V.„) + (2.83) 

where the kinetic energy K, internal atomic operators C?^(rf) as well as 7 are 

defined in Eqs. (2.43,2.44,2.46). Particularly noteworthy in these equations is the 

coupling between the states ipee and rffgg via 'H^^rnp- coupling is possible 

because in contr«ist to the usual vacuum, two photons can be emmited or absorbed 

simultaneously by a squeezed vacuum. 

Now we adiabatically eliminate excited state population, and to lowest order 

in the dipole-dipole interaction, the effective evolution of the groimd state wave 

function ipgg is then given by 

i)GG = -^{K -ih'yfNiuo) 

[(fffGf + GJGJ) + ̂ (W5,^„p)=]} 'I',, + 0{S-') (2.84) 
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The other components of the wave function of the two-atom system adiabati-

Ceilly follow ijfgg according to the algebraic relations ijfeg = —(l/S)Giilfgg, ipge = 

—(1/<J)G2 and ipee = where we used that in the large detiming 

regime SQ ~ {ill2S)'^. In addition to the usueil optical potential, the potential energy 

appearing in Eq. (2.84) also includes a correction due to interaction of the atoms 

with the squeezed vacuum. It might at first appear unexpected that should 

give a contribution to the potentieil. But cis follows from Eqs. (2.83), the coupling 

to the squeezed vacuum results in the exchange of populations between excited and 

groimd state majiifolds of the atoms, which means that plays the role of 

a parametric force. It was already shown in Section 2.3.2 that the dipole-dipole 

interaction contributes to the effective potential 

only to second order in perturbation theory. In contrast, the presence of a squeezed 

vacuimi contributes to the effective potential 

at the same order £is the optical fields. 

2.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter we studied two-body effects in the radiative properties of atoms 

which experience the same vacuum field. We showed that as in the case of a single 

atom collective behavior leads to both dissipation and radiative shifts. In contrast 

to the single atom case radiative shifts now include not just atomic firequency shifts, 

but also a two-body interaction. This is an interaction between atomic dipoles, thus 

= -—(G^VuGt + G^VuGt), (2.85) 

(2.86) 
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the presence of macroscopic optical fields is reqxiired. It results from the exchange 

of spontaneously emitted photons, so the rcuige of this interaction is of the order 

of atomic trcinsition wavelength. 

We analyzed the impact of thermeil and squeezed vacua on the radiative prop

erties of two atoms. Surprisingly perhaps, we fomd that they do not modify the 

dipole-dipole interaction, due to a cancellation of the associated stimulated ab

sorption and emission effects. They do, however, modify the decay rate of the 

atoms. In peirticular, for a thermal bath decay rate of the atoms depends on 

the resonance mode population of the vacutun field. For a squeezed Veicua it de

pends on the squeezing parameter and on the way squeezing was achieved. For 

a squeezed vacuum obtained via peirametric amplification, this rate depends not 

just on the relative position of the atoms, but also on their center-of-mziss posi

tion. This resvJts firom the fact that squeezing destroys the homogeneity of space. 

Finally, we fotmd that in case the excited electronic states of the atoms can be 

adiabaticaiUy eliminated, the effects of a squeezed vacuum appear eJready in lowest 

order in perturbation theory, in the form of an effective potential resulting from 

the squeezed-vacuima-induced population exchange between the excited eind ground 

atomic states. The latter aurise due to a simultaneous exchange of two excitations 

between the atoms and the reservoir already in the lowest perturbation order. It 

is interesting to note that this effect already appecirs to first order in perturbation 

theory, while the dipole-dipole interaction contributes to the effective potential only 

to second order in perturbation theory. 

An experimental verification of these effects requires to achieve conditions sim

ilar to those needed to demonstrate the modification of single-atom radiative pro

cesses in squeezed light, with the additional diflB.culty that ideally, one would like 
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to be able to keep the separation between the atoms under control. The major 

problem, both for single- and two-atom experiments, seems to be associated with 

the need to achieve a situation where the coupling of the atoms to the squeezed 

bath dominates over the coupling to ordinairy vacuum. This requires that "mode 

matching" be achieved between the squeezed vacuimi and the radiation pattern of 

the atoms. In free space, this implies that a squeezed vacuum must be achieved 

over a leirge fraction of 47r steradians. Kimble and coworkers [60] have proposed 

several approaches towcird this goal, involving for instance the use of atoms trapped 

in the Lamb-Dicke regime and irradiated by squeezed light from a beam of large 

numerical aperture, or an alternative approach using "one-dimensional" atoms in 

a high finesse cavity. 

Having established the dominant interaction between atoms in the optically 

driven atomic seunples we are ready to procede to study meiny-body effects in such 

systems which axe due to both atomic interactions and statistical effects. 
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CHAPTER 3 

MANY-BODY ATOM OPTICS 

3.1 Introduction 

The Bose-Einstein distribution for an ideal Bose gas is given by [38, 61, 62] 

= e(<-M)/fcsT - 1 

where ^'(e) represents the average number of particles in the respective energy levels 

€, /X is the chemical potenticd, kg the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature 

of the geis. For the c<ise of free particles, the totzd number of paurticles JV in the 

system then yields 

= / «-(£)s(£)<fe = (3,2) 

where ^(e) ~ is the density of states for a free particle, m is its mass, A = 

yJhfmkBT is the thermal de Broglie wavelength and Cs/aC®) is the Rieman C" 

fimction. In a system where the number of particles is conserved the chemical 

potential ^ is a function of the particle density n = N/V and the temperature, 

H = f(n, T). According to the distribution function Eq.(3.1), for occupation nimi-

bers being non-negative, the chemical potential of a Bose system must be negative. 

We can define the critical thermal wavelength Ac (or critical temperature Te) at 

which it reaches its maximum value /i = 0 from 

= (3.3) 

Since at /i = 0 the Riemcinn C3/2— function reaches its maximal value C3/2(l) = 

2.612,  Eq. (3 .2)  can  not  be  sa t i s f ied  for  A >  Ac (or  T  <  T c ) .  Therefore  for  T  < T c V r e  
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have to introduce the density no of ground state atoms to account for conservation 

of the ntunber of particles. Writing then 

n = no + (3.4) 

we find from Eqs.(3.3) and (3.4) 

^ = ^[1 - (3.5) 

for A > Ac eind 

^ ~ (3.6) 

for A < Ac. This means that a macroscopic fraction of particles occupies the ground 

state e = 0 for T < Tc, when the phase densities are hing enough nX^ > C3/2(l) eind 

this density reaches the total density, n at T = 0. 

The recent observation of Bose-Einstein condensation in low density ultracold 

alkali vapors [63, 64, 65] clearly demonstrates that quantum statisticcil effects can 

become importajit and should be tedcen into consideration. Theoretically, the natu

ral approach to these problems is via field theory, whereby the atoms are no longer 

thought of as individujil entities, but as constituents of a Schrodinger field sat

isfying either Bose or Fermi statistics. Qucintum field theories of the interaction 

between atoms eind light fields are now being developed [28, 30, 66], and are finding 

appUcations in the aneJysis of detection schemes for Bose condensates, nonlinear 

atom optics, etc ... There are two main approaches to this problem, related to the 

particuleir physical situation at hand. One considers atomic samples with no macro

scopic light fields present [67, 68, 69] eind is relevant to the existing Bose-Einstein 

condensation experiments. In this case the atoms are in their ground electronic 

state and they interact via the short range (of the order of Bohr radius) van der 
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Waals mteraction. The range of this interaction is much smaller than the distances 

on which atomic wave functions change significcintly so that this interaction can 

be approximated by a ^-potential (the so called shape-independent approximation 

[66]) and the resulting effective equation which governs the dynamics of an atom 

in the mejin field of the others is the Gross-Pitaevskii equation [70]. 

Another approach arises from the atomic optics point of view, where atoms are 

typicciUy driven by the macroscopic light fields. This is the situation encountered 

e.g. in optical lattices or optical molaisses [7, 8, 9]. In this case atoms in both 

excited and ground electronic states eire present, and their interaction is due to the * 

long-reuige (on the order of atomic resonemce transition wavelength) near-resonzint 

dipole-dipole interaction. This interaction is dominant for the atomic densities 

achieved in optical lattices ~ 1, and in the regime of high phase-space den

sities which is considered here, i.e. atomic wavelength X^B Xopf This implies 

that the shape-independent approximation still holds and the effective equation 

which governs the dynamics of an atom in the mean filed of others is the nonlinear 

Schrodinger equation of atom optics [28, 29, 30, 71]. However, one should realize 

here that in contrast to the BEC situation, the fact that atom optics usually involves 

also excited states implies that dissipation is normedly important. Indeed, we have 

seen in Chapter I that the dipole-dipole interaction and spontaneous emission have 

the same physiczil origin. Hence, strictly speeiking it is not appropriate to include 

Vdd while neglecting dissipation. For this reason, a nonlinear Schrodinger equation 

approach, whether local or nonlocal, is not sufficient, and must be replaced by a 

more accurate master equation based theory, although, coherent evolution provides 

an intuition on the effects which can be expected in optically driven atomic samples. 
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Here we are considering atomic systems in the presence of light fields, i.e. we 

work in the &ame of nonlinear atom optics. To establish the model smd our notation 

we review the derivation of nonlinear Schrodinger equation and nonlinear master 

equation following closely Refs. [28, 44, 71, 72]. 

3.2 General formalism 

3.2.1 Master equation 

We consider the many-body description of an ensemble of N  bosonic atoms 

coupled by dipole-dipole interaction. We proceed by introducing the Schrodinger 

field where j stands for the ftdl set of quantum nvimbers. This matter-wave 

field interacts with the electromagnetic field, which is quantized in a standeird way, 

see Eq.(2.13). Depending on the atom statistics, the Schrodinger field operators 

satisfy either Bose- or Fermi- commutation relations ~/)i 

where 77 = ^ for bosons and fermions respectively and the fimction should 

beinterpreted as a product of functions for continuous quantimi numbers and 

Kronecker deltcis for discrete ones. The system Hamiltonian in the Fock space is 

then 

H = J (3-7) 
where H  is the single-atom Hamiltonian, including the interaction between the 

atoms eind classical electromagnetic fields, Eind the system-quantized field interac

tion Hamiltonian in the rotating-wave approximation reads 

= Idi(l|fr,/|2)^t(i)$(2) = -ldrViv) • 5x(r). (3.8) 
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In this description, all kets |^) give a complete description of the single atom states, 

i.e. they include both the center-of-mass and the internal quantum numbers. We 

usually use numbers to indicate dummy variables and letters to label a specific 

state. The state |^) is obtained by application of the creation operator to the 

atomic vacuimi state |0), where the ^-function should be interpreted as a product 

of (J-functions for continuous quantum numbers and Kronecker deltas for discrete 

ones. The dipole moment operator 'P(r) in the Fock space is of the form 

The derivation of the mcister equation for the Fock space density matrix g(t) follows 

the same steps eis the derivation of the master equation for the Schrodinger density 

matrix cind formally the resulting equation in the Bom-Markov approximation and 

in the interaction representation with respect to the field Hamiltonian H/is exactly 

of the scime form as the meister equation (2.15), 

^ = - jlW, e.l -pi' irTr, {[«„((), «„(r)]l}. {3.11) 

For multilevel atoms interacting with a continuum of vacuum modes at temperature 

T using the results obtained in Chapter I this equation reads 

V{v) = /<i{i}(l|P(r)|2)4''(l)®(2) s S+(r) + S-(r), (3.9) 

SO that now the second quantized interaction Hamiltonian is 

(3.10) 
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{i[5+{ri) • a(r) • S ~ ( r 2 )  + S  (ri) • a(r) • 5+(r2), e » ]  

+[NM + l][5+(rx) • /3(r) - ^-(rj) + NMS-{TI) • ^(r) • 5+(r2), e,U} 

+ ^ f d r , d r ,  £ f^v,Ak.t) 

X {[JV(c^) + ll(S-(rj) • ' V) 

+ NM{S*{r2) • (S-(ri) • V)} • (3.12) 

The Fock space master equation (3.12) contains more information than necessary 

for most experimental measurements, which cein normally access only a smaJl subset 

of one- and two-particle observables. It is therefore meaningful to transform it to 

a BBGKY hierarchy of reduced density operator equations for low particle niimber 

subspaces of the many-particle Fock space. We proceed by defining a normalized 

density operator in the ^-particle subspace of the Fock space as 

e  =  f  W;l' W) n «'WI0>(0| n 
'' • i=N 1 i'=V,....N' 

(3.13) 

with T r g  =  f  d ^ { i } p N { l , . . . , N - , l , . . . , N )  = 1, Expectation values of operator 

products are related in an obvious way to such reduced density matrices. For 

example, we have 

{ ¥ { b ) < S { a ) )  =  N p i { a - , b )  

= Nj ..., i\r - 1, a; 1,..., iV - 1,6), (3.14) 

( ^ H < ^ ) ' ^ n c ) ^ ( a ) ^ ( & ) )  =  -  l ) p 2 { a , b ; c , d )  

=  N { N  - I )  J  d ^ - ' { { } p t f { l ,  . . . , N ~ 2 , a , b - , l , . . . , N - 2 , c , d ) ,  (3.15) 
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etc. We axe primeirily interested in deriving an equation of motion for the single 

particle density matrix /Ji(o, 6) = (o|/>i|6). However, this equation is coupled to the 

two-particle density matrix b]c,d), and so on. This coupled system of equa

tions forms a BBGKY-hierarchy analogous to the classical physics situation [62], 

with the addition of a deimping pzirt in the initial iV-particle equation. Specificzdly, 

for pi{a]b) this yields the equation of motion 

= + jTr{[W.«'(!.)$(a)le} 

+irr{[V, «t(6)^(a)]e} + (3.16) 
h 

In the first two terms on the right-hand side of this expression, we have separated 

the single-particle contributions which are included in 7I from those originating 

from two-body interactions, which are Itmiped into V and include both the dipole-

dipole and contact interaction. The single-particle contribution to Eq.(3.16) is 

readily reexpressed as 

irr{[W,«'(6)f(a))ff} = -Ari(a|[ff,^i]|i), (3.17) 

where PI denotes the single-particle density operator and H is the single particle 

Hamiltonian. It does not include the contact term, which is a two-body interac

tion included in the second term on the right-hand side of Eq.(3.16). This term 

requires some care in its evaluation, since as seen from Eq.(3.12), V stiU contains 

self-interaction terms. These terms, which are infinite, must be identified and elim

inated. This yields finally 

|Tr{[V, S'(6)$(a)ls} = - N ( N  -  l)i<a|rrj{[V; (3.18) 

where V is the siun of the dipole-dipole and contact interactions and P2 is the two-

particle density matrix. The contribution of the Liouvillijin CQ to Eq.(3.16) is best 
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evaluated by expressing it in Fourier space as 

Ct = -hLY.i^ 

{[ivw+ii(c;-(k)c,-(k)e+ec/(k)cr(k) - 2c-(k)sc+(k)) 

+JV(<^)(Ci-(k)C?(k)s + eci-(k)cy(k) - 2C+(k)eC-(k))}. (3.19) 

Here we introduced the Fock-space operators C^(k) 

C?(k) = E (Mk) • a,)(5*(k) • •€',), (3.20) 
9=±.0 

where 

5*(k) = j <i{t}(l|D±(k)|2)«t(l)«(2), (3.21) 

and 

D=^(k) = J drD'^{r)e^'^'' (3.22) 

and as follows from these expressions they are the Fock-space representation of the 

operators C7^(k), see Eq.(2.35). 

Sepeirating the one- and two-peirticle contributions gives then 

Tr{«'(6)«(a)£j} = -W(a| ^ 

ljv(ut,) +1] (C(+(k)C(-(k)p,+^iC/+(k)C7r(k) - 2cr(k)pic,+(k)) 

N{>jo) (Cr(k)C,+(k)pi + piCr(k)Ci+(k) - 2ft+(k)/»iCr(k)) 

+(Ar-i)|rr[v;,^l}|6), (3.23) 

where Vc is not to be taken as a symmetrized matrix element. 

The two-body effects of £ take the form of a Hanfiiltonian contribution, but with 

an imaginary potentied 

_  I  d Q ( k )  

' A  ̂ J Air 

{C7(k) ® C/(k) - C+(k) ® C7i-(k)}. (3.24) 
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The BBGKY hierarchy can be self-consistently tnmcated by different schemes of 

various degrees of sophistication, and whose appropriateness depends considerably 

on the physics involved. Here, we use the simplest such method, the Hartree-

Fock approximation : We truncate the BBGKY hierarchy after the single particle 

density matrix while keeping the influence of the particle statistics by introducing 

the Ansatz 

P2{a, b] c, d) = pi{a; c)pi{b] d) - Tipi{a; d)pi{b; c) + ApaCo, 6; c, d). (3.25) 

It is asstimed that Ap2 remains negligible during the time evolution. Eq.(3.25) also 

includes the Hartree approximation, by setting t/ = 0. Two-atom density operators 

appecir in Eqs.(3.18) and (3.23). With the Hartree-Fock Ansatz, the right-hand 

side of Eq.(3.18) becomes 

- (I) NiN - 1) [(o : 1|V|2 : 3) (pi(2;6)p,(3; 1) - w,(3;6)pi(2; 1)) 

- Ma; IV,(3; 2) - rip,(a; 2Vi(3; 1)) <1: 21716 : 3)] (3.26) 

and similarly the right-hand side of Eq.(3.23). Regrouping all terms yields the 

effective single-atom Haxtree-Fock meister equation of nonlineax atom optics [44, 71] 

«a : IKVSa + K)\2 : 3) W2; b)p(,3-, 1) - i)p(3i 6)^>(2; 1)) 

- W"; lW3i 2) - wC"; 2)^(3; 1)) <l: 2|(Kk + v;)15 : 3)] 

+ (o|£jp.|6), (3.27) 

where we have changed the notation from pi to p since no ambiguity is possible from 

now on. The damping pait of the Liouvillian Cd is a single paxticle spontaneous 

emission Liouvillian of the form 
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X {[iV(a;o) + 1] (C/+(k)C7r(k)/5i + pxC7^+(k)C'z-(k) - 2Cr(k)piC^+(k)) 

+NM (Cr(k)C^+(k)/>i + piCr{k)Ci'-{k) - 2C'^+(k)piC7r(k)) } (3.28) 

Equation (3.27) is the basis for studying atom optics in the presence of a two-body 

dipole-dipole interaction and of spontaneous emission. 

3.2.2 Coherent regime 

To gain some insight into this new regime of atom optics, nonlinear atom optics, 

and to study effects which are possible here in principle, we first ignore effects of 

dissipation and describe only coherent evolution of the system. We review here the 

derivation of a nonlineeir Schrodinger equation which governs an evolution of an 

atom from ein atomic sample in the presence of (N-1) other atoms in a sample closely 

following the approach of [71]. We derive this equation by isolating the coherent 

part of the master equation (3.27), which entails neglecting spontaneous emission 

and the imaginary potential Neglecting both of these terms is consistent since 

they both have the same origin and do not conserve Tr{p^), that is, the purity of 

the state, in contrast to the dipole-dipole potential. In the coherent regime, which 

neglects dissipative processes, we are then left with the single-particle Hamiltonian 

H and the two-body potential Ku. In that case, and for bosonic atoms, the master 

equation (3.27) is equivalent to a Hsirtree nonlinear Schrodinger equation [28, 71] 

which we now proceed to derive. 

We have seen that the many-body Hamiltonian including the two-body dipole-

dipole interaction is 

n = J d{i}{l\H\2)^^l)'i! { 2 )  

+5 / d{i}(1.2|Vi,|3,4)®'(l)$'(2)«(3)*(4) = «. + Vi,. (3,29) 
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Consider then the normalized N-paxtide state |'^)iv defined as 

l«)w = ;^ / <il • • • d N M l ,  2... . ,  A r )«t{iV)... «'(1)|0), (3.30) 

where the iV-body wave function 2 , . .  . , N )  is totaJly symmetric in its zurgu-

ments. 

In the Hartree approximation, the iV-body wave function , iV) is written 

as a product of the form 

= (3.31) 
1=1 

the effective single-paxticle states (f>N{l) being assumed normeJized. In the time-

dependent Hartree approximation, the equations of motion for the effective single-

particle wave states are determined from the vaxiational principle 

= 0. (3.32) 
sm) 

With the Hartree Ansatz, this readily yields the system of effective single-particle 

nonlinear Schrodinger equations 

= J<am.\2)M2) 

+ (3-33) 

where we have used the matrix elements of "H, eind 

= N j d l . . . d {N- l ) J  d i d t ' { e '\H,\l) 

X nril, (3.34) 

and 

— —  j  d l . . . d { N  —  2 )  J  d t d i ' d m d m ' { i ' , m ' \ V \ i , r n )  

X /]^(1,..., iV - 2, £', m')Mh..., iV - 2, £, m), (3.35) 
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respectively. 

This is a nonlinear Schrodinger equation which describes coherent dynamics 

of optically driven atomic systems. This nonlinear dynzunics is governed by the 

dipole-dipole interaction. 

In order to avoid any confusion, we note at the onset that the nonlineeur Schrodinger 

equation that we use to describe the dyncimics of optically driven systems is not the 

Gross-Pitaevskii nonlinear Schrodinger equation fajniliar in the description of Bose 

condensates, but rather the nonlinear Schrodinger equation of atom optics [28, 71]. 

In the former equation, the effective nonlinearity results from short-range van der 

Weials interactions between ground state atoms [73], while in the latter case it re

sults from the long-range, near-resoneint dipole-dipole interaction between ground 

eind excited state atoms. We have mentioned at several occeisions in the presence 

of light sources this interaction is domineint, eind hence we neglect the short range 

groimd-ground state interactions here. After having neglected this interaction, we 

do treat the dipole-dipole interaction eis local, so that our nonlinear Schrodinger 

equation is itself loczd, just like the Gross-Pitaevskii equation. However, the phys

ical situation it describes is quite different, eind indeed, its Schrodinger field is 

vectorial rather than scalax. 

3.3 Phase conjugation off Bose condensates 

In the experiments reported so far, Bose-Einstein condensation heis been de

tected via the velocity distribution of the atoms in the condensate or by off-resonant 

optical imaging. While these methods have produced spectacular results, it is of 

interest to examine alternate techniques, which could give clear and imeimbiguous 
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signatures of the distinctions between a condensate and an incoherent atomic sam

ple of the same density [74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79] and in particular access the phase 

properties of the condensate. One such method would involve interfering two con

densates and experimental efforts toward this goeil are imderway. The study of 

optical dieignostics was initiated by Svistunov cind Shlyapnikov [80] for spin polar

ized atomic hydrogen and used by Politzer [81] to study scattering of short weak 

light pulses off a Bose condensates in a homogeneous system of infinite size. This 

sjime problem was reconsidered in works [74, 82] for the case of Bose condensates 

in atomic traps of realistic sizes. The scattering of short but intense light pulses 

off cold atomic samples is discussed in [75] and the scattering of weak CW light 

is studied in Ref.[76]. But as pointed out in [76] coherent scattering probes the 

density of the system, and is not necessarily specific for Bose-Einstein statistics. 

The quantum statistical character of the atoms exhibits itself in coherent scattering 

only through the fact that at low temperatures the density profiles for bosonic or 

fermionic atoms are different. In order to obtaun explicit effects of the statistics 

it is necessary to calculate higher-order moments of the scattered fields that will 

probe higher-order correlations of the atomic density. Calculations along these lines 

were Ccirried out in the paper [78] where the authors studied the refractive index 

of a dilute Bose-gas auid in papers [77, 79] it Wcis shown that the spectrum of light 

scattered off either ideal or weakly interacting atomic samples at leirge detuning 

acquire features which unambiguously related to the presence of degenerate phase. 

Our own work uses a completely different approach: it uses the analogy between 

nonlinear optics euid nonlinecif atom optics to propose and einalyze a measiirement 

scheme sensitive to the coherence properties of the atomic szimple under considera

tion. Based on this ajialogy, our prediction is that it should be possible to achieve 
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atomic phase conjugation from an atomic condensate [83]. Since phase conjuga

tion is a coherent optical effect, which relies on the mutual coherence between the 

optical fields involved, we argue and demonstrate numerically that atomic phcise 

conjugation is rapidly destroyed by incoherent processes such as spontaneous emis

sion. Hence, it is not expected to occur for em incoherent atomic sample, and is 

expected to be a sensitive probe of the coherence properties and of the lifetime of 

the condensate. 

3.3.1 Physical Model 

In cmalogy to the opticeil case of phcise conjugation by four-wave mixing, we aim 

to realize a situation where a weak probe wave interacts nonlinearly with a strong 

"pvimp" wave to establish a grating from which a counterpropagating pump wave 

is scattered to produce a phase-conjugate wave. A possible way to establish this 

geometry is shown in Fig. 3.1, which illustrates how a Bose condensate is diftacted 

by a matter wave grating produced by a periodic evanescent electromagnetic wave. 

If the condensate impinges on the grating at the Bragg (Littrow) eingle, the incident 

beam will be back-diffracted into two components, one propagating in the direction 

opposite to the incident wave (first-order diffraction) and the other, resulting from 

zeroth-order diffraction, at some angle from these "beams". We eJready note at 

this point several important differences between this situation and the optical case; 

First, the waves eire now de Broglie matter waves, instead of electromagnetic fields; 

second, these waves have several components, corresponding to zdl electronic states 

of relevance for the system at hand, so that the fields under consideration are vector 

fields; finally, due to two-body interactions between the atoms, their evolution is 

intrinsically nonlinear, hence no additional nonlinear "crystal" is required. 
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Bose-Elnstein 
condensate 

pump beams 

phase conjugate / 
beam 

evanescent laser field 

Figtire 3.1: Configuration of the atomic beams incident on and difeacted from the 

evanescent light grating 
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In general, atoms incident on the grating in their ground electronic state will be 

diffracted in a superposition of ground and excited states, with two major conse

quences: the spontaneous decay of the excited atoms is an incoherent process that 

destroys the coherence between the various interacting waves, a mechanism that 

is expected to reduce the amount of phase conjugation achievable. In addition, a 

spontaneously emitted photon can be reabsorbed by cinother atom in the sample. 

This is the physical mechanism leading to the neaur-resoncint dipole-dipole interac

tion, which is therefore the major source of nonlinearity in the gedankenexperiment 

at hzind. 

We specialize to the case of a system of two-level atoms with lower electronic 

level 1^) and upper electronic level |e). The single atom Hamiltonian then takes 

the form 

H = [- HUO<7'^A , (3.36) 
2m 

where p is the atomic center of mass momentum, m is the single particle meiss, 

uq = koc is the atomic transition frequency and aie the usual pseudospin raising 

and lowering operators. The dipole-dipole potential V^d in Eq.(2.29) tcikes the 

explicit form [5, 6, 14] 

Vu = ^(JV-l){n„(Mr|)-i{l-3(r-d)^} 

X n2(fcolr|)}(o-''' 0 <7~ -h o-~ ® c"'") (3.37) 

and the imaginary potential Vc is 

X i2(fcd|rl)}{<7" (g) (T'*' — <8) <r~}. (3.38) 
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In. the following, we approximate these potentials by a contact potential of the form 

ein approximation adequate for xdtra-cold atoms when the thermal de Broglie wave

length of the atoms is much leirger thein an optical wavelength. 

3.3.2 Coherent regime 

In order to understand in principle how matter-wave pheise conjugation works, 

we first consider the coherent regime only. In this ccise, the dynamics of the sys

tem is described as we have seen by the Hartree nonlinezir Schrodinger equation 

(3.33) [28]. In analogy with conventional nonlinear optics [41, 84, 85] we proceed 

by introducing slowly varying forward F(r,<) = (Fe(r,<), Fg(r,t)) and backward 

B(r,<) = {Be{T,t),Bg{T,t)) propagating components of the effective single particle 

wave function ^(r, t) 

with |V'i5i(r,t)| < k\VFt(r,t)\ < A:'|F,(r,<)l and |V'B,(r,t)| « A:|VSz(r,<)| < 

fc^|5f(r,<)|, where i = {e,^} labels the electronic state of the atoms. Here, we 

assimae that the main direction of propagation of the atoms is along the z-axis, see 

Fig. 3.1. When substituted into the nonlinear Schrodinger equation (3.33) with 

the explicit form (3.39) of the dipole-dipole potential Vjdt this decomposition yields 

a system of four coupled paraxieil wave equations 

(3.39) 

0(r,t) = F(r,t)e*('='-'^) + B(r,<)e-(^'+"'), (3.40) 
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- iVo (|F/P. + |B,pP. + F,B;S.) 

- IVO (.\F,\'B. + \B,['B. + B,F;F.) 

- iVo (|F.|'F, + |B.|V, + ftB;B,) 

- iVo {lF,l'B, + m'B, + B,P:F,). (3.41) 

Here we kave introduced the dimensionless wavenumber k -i- kfko, time t  -i- uJrecti 

wave fimction <f>{y,z,t) -*• <f>{y,z,t)fkQ aind position r —>• kor variables, as well 

<is a dimensionless potential VQ -> Vo/wpec, where Urtc = is the usuzil 

recoil frequency. Equations (3.41) resemble the ususil model equations for beeim 

propagation in nonlineair optics [84], except that due to the vectorial character of 

the slowly varying amplitudes F(r, t) cind B(r, t) and the exchange of excitation 

involved in the dipole-dipole interaction, the nonlinear term only couples partial 

waves corresponding to different electronic states. These equations axe reminiscent 

of those involving polarization coupling in nonlinear optics, although that in that 

latter Ccise, terms involving self-phase modulation would eilso appear. Still, the 

analogy with nonlinear optics is sufficient that we can readily adapt the becim 

propagation method common in optics to the problem at heind. 

For numerical purposes, we restrict our attention to two dimensions eind to the 

portion of the condensate confined by the planes z = 0 and z = £ and assima.e that 

the boundeiry conditions zire provided by the waves incident on these planes from 
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the outside of that volume. ^ K we ctssuine that the Bose condensate consists of 

ground state atoms sufficiently far £rom the grating, we have 

F,{yAi) ^ ^eo(0,<)+^«(0,<K'^ 

F,{yAt) 0^ 

Be{y,L]t) = 0 

B g i y , L ] t )  =  B g o { L , t ) .  (3.42) 

Here, we have introduced a spatial Fourier decomposition of the transverse variation 

of the aunplitudes to account for diffiraction by the grating, which is assumed to leave 

the atoms in a superposition of their excited and grotmd electronic states. Hence 

the amplitudes of the forweird and backward 

propagating pump beeims along the z-axis, while and J^gt{z,t) are the 

amplitudes of the forward propagating probe waves going at a small angle to the 

z-axis such that k fc. 

For pump waves strong enough that the undepleted pump approximation holds, 

i.e. ~ const, ~ const, this problem can be solved analytically 

[84, 85]. We showed in Ref. [83] that the intrinsic nonlinearity of the system 

results in the ground state probe being eissociated to an excited state conjugate 

wave propagating with transverse wave number — k, and simileirly, the excited probe 

leads to a ground state conjugate. 

We have performed numerical simulations of the coupled peiraxial wave equations 

(3.41) for Vcirious boundary conditions involving different fractions rj of excited 

atoms in the diffracted wave at z = 0. As a numerical check, we verified that the 

^The x-dimensioQ is eliminated by expressing the wave function ^^(r, t) as ^(z)^z(y, z, t) where 
(f){x) is taken to be a solution of a linear Schrodinger equation. As a result Vq is replaced by 
V{)/da;|^(®)lV*'o 
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Figme 3.2: Time-dependence of the backward propagating atomic beams 

|5g(—«, 0,t)p - dashed line and |5j(0,0,t)p- solid line for k = A:o> ^ = lOfcoi 

L = 40/fco> Vq = 0.4Wrec> ^ = 0, 7/ = 0, TeO = 0.5, J^et = 0.5, J^gO = 0, Tg, = 0 

and BgQ = 0.7 
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atomic flux through the z = 0 and z = L planes is properly conserved. Fig. 3.2 

shows an example of the build-up of the ground state phase conjugate wave of am

plitude Bg{—K, 0, t) ,  and the associated depletion of the pump amplitude Bg(0,0, t) .  

The dipole-dipole potentizil Va responsible for the nonlinearity is switched on at 

time t = 0 auid the atoms axe assumed to be left in their excited state after being 

diffracted by the grating. In that case, the conjugate beaan builds up only in the 

electronic ground state as expected from the amaljrtical solution in the imdepleted 

regime [83]. The pairtial Schrodinger waves first undergo a transient, with discon

tinuities in their slope after the beams cross the condensate an integer number 

of times. ^ The kicks become less and less pronounced as a new steady state 

corresponding to V ^ 0 is established. Fig. 3.3 shows how the fraction of 

excited state atoms in the reflected beam influences the intensity of the conjugate 

beams. As follows both from analytical considerations [83] and from our numerical 

simiilations, no conjugate becuns are produced if the atoms exit the grating in their 

groimd state. This is simply because in that case, there is no spontaineous emis

sion, and no dipole-dipole interaction between the atoms.® Note the asymmetry 

between the excited and grotmd state atomic conjugation, which stems from the 

asymmetry in the pump beams, the condensate being assomied to consist of ground 

state atoms. Of course, the results for leurge fractions of excited atoms should be 

regairded with caution, due to the neglect of the incoherent effects of spontaneous 

emission. This is the subject of the next Section. 

'This is an artifact of our numerical algorithm, which starts propagating the states &om the 
two boundaries at z = 0 and z — L after V is switched on. 

^In condensates consisting of atoms only in ground electronic state phase conjugation is possible 
as well. This effect is due to the ground-ground state collisions which are ignored in the present 
discussion. 
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Figure 3.3: Strength of the conjugate beams | 5 e ( — 0 , t ) p  - dashed line and 

[SjC—«:,0, solid line- in steady state, eis a function of the fraction rj of ex

cited atoms in the reflected beam for « = fco, k = lOfco, L = AQ/ka, VQ = 0.4<<;rec> 

= 0 and 7/ = 0 
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3.3.3 Incoherent regime 

In order to account for the effects of spontaneous emission, the Hartree nonlinesu: 

Schrodinger equation (3.33) must be replaced by the nonlinear mzister equation 

(3.27), eis already mentioned. In analogy with the coherent case, we now expand 

the effective single particle density matrix element r'j t) as 

?a.(r,r',«) = ''+^g,(r.r',t)e-^*-'> 

+ (3.43) 

This decomposition yields 16 coupled paraxial-like partial differential equations of 

the spatiad variables (y, z), (t/', Z') and t, of the form 

- (r.r; t) + /)^(r, r; t))p{i(r,r';t )  + ̂ g(r, r; r'; t)] 

- (r, r; t) + p^(r, r; t))p{l(r, r'; t) + p^^(r, r; t)p^J(r, r'; t)] 

+ iV^o[(pJ/(r',r';t) + /9f^(r',r'))p^/(r,r';t) +/>5{(r',r';t)p^J(r,r';t)] 

+ iVto[{pi^{r, r'; t) + /9^(r', r'; <))/?{/ (r, r'; <) + pJJ(r', r'; t)pi^{T, r'; t))] 

+ {er'\Capii{t)\er). (3.44) 

These equations, being first-order in z eind z*, require boundary conditions on 

the four sides of the square z, z' 6 [0, L]. However, the boundary conditions 

(3.42) on the wave functions in the coherent ceise yield boundary conditions for 

the density matrix at the comers of this square only. In the coherent ceise we 

Cein express the density matrix elements at the boundaries as (y, z, y\ 0, t) = 

Fe{y,z,t)F*{y',0,t), etc... In this expression, Fe{y,z,t) undergoes a Schrodinger 

evolution, while F*{y\ 0, t) is a boundary value. Thus, the dynamics of the system 
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on the sides of the squaxe is obtained by considering a boundary equation for the 

mcister equation, which involves only the evolution corresponding to the chcinge of 

'half' of the density matrix element. These boundary equations required for the 

sides of the square can be derived from the Hcirtree nonlinear Schrodinger equation 

with the complex potential V + V^. In particular we find equations of the form 

- »^[(^e/(r. r; t) + P%{T,r;t))p^{r, r^;t) + r; r^; t)] 

- [(Pot (r, r; 0 + *)Pee (r, ; <)]• 

Here is the position coordinate on the boundary, = (a:', y', 0) for the 

forwcird propagating component eind = (s', y', L) for the backward propa

gating component. Note that this situation is different from the case of confined 

systems, where pu'{y, 2; y', i) = 0 on the boundary. 

We have numerically solved the Hartree-Fock nonlinear master equation in two 

dimensions for various spontaneous decay rates and fractions rj of excited atoms 

at the exit of the beam splitter. As we are interested in particular transverse 

directions of the wave propagation we introduce a spatial Fourier transform of the 

atomic density operator in the tremsverse dimension 

where a and (3 stamd for the forward and backward propagating wave. ^ Fig. 3.4 

shows the probabilities /c, 0; —0, t) eind e^(0,0; 0,0, <) as a function of time, 

for the case where the atoms exit the diffiraction grating in their excited state. As 

such, it is the same eis Fig. 3.2, except that now the spontaneous emission rate has 

*As it should be, our numerical results agree with the coherent ones for 7y = = 0. 

(3.45) 

= j dk,dl^^p^(y,z-,y',z',t)e<'-"e<^'', (3.46) 
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Figure 3.4: Master equation simulations in the incoherent regime. Time-

dependence of the backward propagating atomic beams 0; 0,0, i) - solid line, 

AC, 0; —/G, 0;<) - dashed line- for /c = feo, fc = lOA^o, L = AOIKO, VQ = 0.2CTJREC, 

VcO = O.lWreci 7/ = O.SWrec, ^fpont = ^0, ^eO = 0.5, = 0-5, J^gO = 0, = 0 and 

BgO = 0.7 
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Figure 3.5: Influence of spontaneous emission decay rate 7/ (in units of a>rec) on 

the strength of the conjugate beam /c,0; —«,0;t) in steady state for k = ko, 

k = lOfco, = 40/fco, Vo = 0.2a;„c, Ko = O.lwrec, = fco, ^eo = 0.5, j;, = 0.5, 

J^gO = 0, Tg, — 0 eind Bgo = 0.7. 

been set equal to 7/ = 0.5 and the imaginary potential is Vc = 0.1, in recoil units. 

Clearly, the eimount of phase conjugation is substantially reduced as compared to 

the coherent situation. This is further illustrated in Fig. 3.5, which shows the 

steady state phase conjugate probability as a function of the spontemeous decay 

rate. Already for a decay rate equal to the recoil frequency, phase conjugation 

hcis all but disappeared. ^ 

^The parameters of our simulations were largely dictated by computer limitations. It is ex
pected that phase conjugation will survive larger spontaneous emission rates if larger dipole-dipole 
potentials and longer propagation distances are considered. 
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3.4 Hartree Monte-Carlo approach to nonlinear master equa

tions 

3.4.1 Nonlinear master equations 

Nonlinear Schrodinger equations axe ubiquitous in physics, and appear in prob

lems ranging &om Bose liquids [61, 70] and light propagation in nonlinear media 

[86] to quantiun chains [87, 88], and as we have seen to nonlinear atom optics 

[28, 29, 30, 66, 74] and atomic Bose condensation [67, 68, 89]. A generic situa

tion leading to a nonlinear Schrodinger equation description involves the effective 

single-particle dynamics of a many-particle system coupled by a two-body interac

tion, and with the many-body wave function tnmcated via a Hartree Ansatz [70]. 

However, if this system is in addition coupled to one, or possibly several reservoirs, 

such a description is no longer appropriate, and must be superseded by a Hartree 

or Hcirtree-Fock master equation. The effective single-particle master equation cor

responding to a given nonlinear Schrodinger equation is itself nonlinear and of the 

general form [44, 71, 90, 91] 

m = (AW«)1 + CiWi\W), (3-47) 

where p{t) is the density operator of the system, whose reversible, coherent dynam

ics is described by the Liouvillian Cc\p{t)\' The incoherent dynamics is governed 

by the Liouvillian 

£iWt)] = £^[p(t)I + £„ (3.48) 

which results from elimination of the reservoir degrees of freedom in the Bom-

Markov approximation. In contreist to the usueJ situation encountered with lineeir 

problems, both Cc and A* axe now functionals of the instantaneous density operator 
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p(t). Our goal in this Section is to show that a general class of such nonlinear master 

equations is amenable to approximate Monte Carlo wave function simulations, sim

ilarly to the linear case. Specifically, such simulations can be carried out provided 

that the contribution to the nonlinear master equation restilting &om the coupling 

to reservoirs cein be cast in the form of a complex potenticil euid a usual Lindblad 

form. We illustrate this procedure on the case of matter-wave phcise conjugation 

already discussed in the preceding Section. 

It shoidd be emphasized at the onset that the proof of the equivzilence between 

the results of the nonlinear master equation and those of the proposed nonlineaur 

Monte Ceirlo wave function simulations also relies on the validity of the Hartree 

approximation, which is a more stringent condition than the Hartree-Fock ansatz. 

A direct comparison, that we have now carried out in several atom optics situations, 

shows however a good agreement between the two approaches. These numerical 

results indicate that for this specific form of dissipation the Hcirtree ansatz appears 

to still be valid, albeit at the level of density operators. In general, we submit that 

a comparison of our nonlinear Monte Caurlo wave fimctions approach and a direct 

solution of the master equation will help shed light on the difference between these 

two factorization schemes. 

We have seen that the second-quemtized Heimiltoniein describing the evolution 

of the many-body system with a two body interaction is of the form 

n = 
i  

= I rfld2(l|fl-|2)^^ (1)^(2) + ^j 21^13,4>^^(l)^t(2)^(3)$(^,49) 

where and axe usual atomic annihilation and creation operators, which 

are assumed here to satisfy the bosonic commutation relations, H is the single 
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particle Hamiltonian, and V is a two-body interaction, which in cases of interest to 

us is the near-resonant dipole-dipole interaction. We neglect all interactions past 

two-body interactions in the present discussion. ® The equation of motion for the 

single particle density matrix elements p{a,b) = (a|/9x|6) can be obtained from the 

Heisenberg equation of motion for the operator as 

= -i y <(2 [(aifrpx^tw^ca)) - (2|fr|6>(®t(2)«(a))] 

- i f  1 \ V \ 2 , 3)<$'(!')*'{l)«(3)t(2)) 

+ i/<i{iKl,2m6,3)(*'(l)«t(2)«(3)«(a)>. (3.50) 

In the Hartree-Fock approximation this equation reduces to a nonlinear effective 

single-particle mcister equation. In addition, taking into consideration atomic cou

pling to thermal reservoirs in the Bom-Markov approximation yields em. effective 

nonlinear single-pairticle master equation of the general form (see e.g. Refs. [44, 71]) 

[(a, 11F|2,3) W2; b)p(3-, 1) + ̂ 3; 6)^(2; 1)) 

- (p(a; l)p(3i 2) + pia; 2)K3; 1)) (1,2\V\b, 3)] 

+ {a\{C^[pi{t)]+Cr)pi{t)\i). (3.51) 

For a large clziss of quantum optics problems where the reservoir consists of the 

vacuum modes of the electromagnetic field the term proportion2J to Cni can actually 

be expressed as an imaginciry two-body potentizd. Ve. This is for example the case 

in nonlinear atom optics, as we have seen in Section 3.2.1. Under these conditions, 

^Strictly speaking, the two-body inteiactioa V should not be introduced yet, since it results 
likewise &om the elimination of reservoir(s). However, we already include it here for pedagogical 
reasons. 
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one can simply include K into the two-body interaction, and the only "incoherent" 

contribution to the Liouvillian is linear. This linearity is central to our construction 

of a nonlinear Monte Carlo simulations scheme. 

3.4.2 Nonlinear Schrodinger Equation 

In the usual Monte Carlo wave function simulation method [46, 47, 58, 92, 93], 

there is no ambiguity in determining the proper Schrodinger equation associated 

with a given master equation, since both aire governed by the same Hamiltonian. 

In the present case, the situation is more complicated, as the Hartree-Fock einsatz 

(3.25) used to derive the nonlinear master equation (3.51) is defined at the level of 

density operators. However, it is known that for condensates, the Hzurtree-Fock and 

Hcirtree approximations are equivalent and exact. This suggests that a nonlinear 

Monte Carlo wave functions simulation scheme based on Hartree wave functions 

might be adequate for systems close from being pure condensates, such eis e.g. 

"atom lasers" or atomic solitons. In addition, there is another complication associ

ated with uniqueness of the proposed approach and related to the choice of initial 

conditions which arises in the case of single particle being in mixed state. We show 

later that these difficulties are only apparent if one reccJls that the nonlinear maister 

equations we consider are valid only provided that the Heirtree-Fock approximation 

holds. 

In the Hartree approximation, the iV-particle state is expressed eis \IP)N = 

/ <i£(^(£)^^(£)|0) = ILvlV'). see also Eq.(3.31), and the effective single parti

cle nnnlinear Schrodinger equation for (f>{i) reads 

= J d2{a\H\2)<f>{2) + j dld2dZ{a, l\V%3)4>*{l)<f>{2)(i>{Z), (3.52) 
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and similarly for <f>*{b). 

Defining then the "density operator" <7(0,6) as an average over a leirge number 

of Hsirtree "quemtmn trajectories" as 

cr(a, 6) = {<f>*{b)(f>{a)), (3.53) 

in the spirit of the usual Monte Carlo wave function simulations, we find from Eqs. 

(3.52) and the nonlinear Schrodinger equation for <f>*{b) that 

= J d2{a\H\2){cl>*{b)<f>{2)) - I d2{2\H\b){<f>*{2)4>ia)) 

+ J dld2d3{a, 1\V\2,3)(0*(6)^*(1)^(2)<^(3)) 

- J dld2d3{l,2\V\b,Z){<f)*{l)<l>*{2)<l>{3)(l>{a)). (3.54) 

In the Hcirtree approximation the one- and two paurticle density operator take the 

simple forms 

^(2,5) = (r(i)«2)) 

<rj(l,2;6,3) = (rW*(3)^(l)^(2)), (3.55) 

eis can be readily seen by substitution of the Hartree wave function in the definition 

of the one- and two-particle density operators (3.15). Hence, comparing the effective 

single particle master equations (3.50) and (3.54) shows that the equivalence of the 

two approaches requires 

(t'(6)«'(l)«(3)«(2)) H (^*(6)^'{1)«3)«2)). (3.56) 

which is trivially correct under the Hartree emsatz. 
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To obtain an effective single-particle nonlinear maister equation, the Bogoliubov-

Bom-Green-Kirkwood-Yvon hierarchy still needs to be truncated, a step that can 

be achieved with either a Hartree or a Hartree-Fock ansatz. This last factorization 

scheme does not destroy the equality of the two master equations, provided that 

the potential in Eq. (3.54) is doubled to account for exchcinge. We would like to 

emphasize here an importance of the requirement that the Heirtree (or Hjirtree-

Fock) approximation holds. It means that a solution of the nonlinear Schrodinger 

equation should satisfy the relation {<f>*{b)<f>*{l)<f>{Z)4>{2)) = ((^*(6)^(3))(^*(1)<^(2)). 

If that is not the czise, then the nonlinecir Schrodinger equation approach is not 

equivalent to the correspondent nonlinesir master equation, but in reality neither 

the nonlinear Schrodinger equation nor the nonlinear meister equation exist einy 

more, and higher moments of the many-body density matrix g should be taken 

into consideration. 

3.4.3 Dissipation 

So far, we have shown that in the Hartree regime, it is possible to recover the 

results of the nonlinecir master equation from an average over a large number of 

"queintum trajectories" computed with the help of a Hartree nonlinear Schrodinger 

equation. What remains to be done is to include the effects of dissipation in this 

procedure. Of course, one may wonder whether dissipation and a Hartree ansatz 

are compatible: In principle, this ansatz is strictly valid only when all peirticles are 

in the same state, and dissipation is expected to destroy such condensates. 

The type of dissipation that we are considering here is however quite special, in 

that the only effect of the nonlinear Liouvillian Cru is in the form of cin imaginary 

two-body potential Vg. In contrast to the two-body potential V, this term does not 
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conserve Tr{p^), and hence is properly chciracterized as a dissipative term, but it is 

otherwise very much like a usual potenticil. In the case of atom optics, where dissi

pation results from coupling to the continuum of modes of the electromagnetic field, 

this hermitian term is interpreted as a modification of the spontaneous decay rate 

resulting from the interference of the spontaneovis emission probability amplitudes 

due to the undistinguishability of the two particles. In other words, it describes a 

collective decay mechanism (aJbeit <is a result of the Bom-Markov approximation, 

only two-atom effects are retained.) ^ Due to this collective nature, it is reeison-

able to expect that this imaginary potential might not do too much violence to the 

Hartree ansatz. 

The other incoherent contribution to the nonlinear master equation is a single-

particle Liouvillian Cr. But due to the indistinguishability of the particles in the 

sample, it describes a decay mechanism that occurs for all N atoms simultzineously. 

As a result, it leaves aU atoms in the saime state, cdbeit now described by a product 

of N identical single-particle density operators. It appeairs then that for the very 

specific form of decay we are considering, the Hartree ansatz might not be as bad as 

otherwise expected, a conjecture largely confirmed by the numerical comparisons 

that we have carried out so far. 

With these restrictions in mind, we then proceed to discuss the specific steps 

to be carried out in the proposed nonlinear Monte Carlo wave functions scheme. 

First, the two-body potential V in the nonlinear Schrodinger equation needs to be 

replaced by the complex potential V -f- K- In order to account for this modified 

potential, we introduce the new second-quantized Hjuniltonian Hrj, which is given 

^This illustrates nicely why the master equation of nonlinear optics is expected to fail at 
densities high enough that the sample contains a large number of atoms per cubic wavelength. 
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by Eq. (3.49), but with V ^ V + V^. We then introduce the effective nonlinear 

"Hamiltonian" 5'„/[|V'(^))]> which is a functional of the effective single-particle state 

vector {tpit)) defined via the variationzJ. principle 

ffnldV'W)] = i/(3.57) 

and yields the new Haxtree nonlinear Schrodinger equation 

ih\^{t)) = (3-58) 

Once this is done, we can follow exactly the same steps as in the conventional 

case, since Cr is of the Lindblad form. Specifically, the evolution resulting from the 

Liouvillian Cr is decomposed into a contribution added to the Hartree evolution to 

yield the effective Hamiltonian 

ih 
"2 

eind a linear "fill-up term", see Eq.(3.28). 

= -ffn/lWl-fECiC™ (3.59) 

We then determine the quantum jump probability Sp of the system for the small 

time intervcJ St as 

__ iSt{rl;{t)\Ha-HMi)) 
^ n (V'(<)l^(0) 

(Note that in contrast to the linear ceise, we use Hd rather than Heff here; also 

we keep track of the norm of the state vector explicitly in prevision of situations 

where only a partial volume of the system is numerically considered.) As usual, a 

jump is said to occur if a qucisi-random number e, uniformly distributed between 0 
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and 1, is less than Sp. The post-jump wave function is chosen eunongst the various 

possible final states Cm|^(t)) according to the probability law Spm/Sp, with 

m*+«)) = 

In case no jump occxirs, the state vector evolves under the influence of the nonlinear 

amd nonhermitijin effective Hamiltonian fie//i so that 

+ St)) ~ \^[t)). (3.61) 

eind the new wave function is 

\rl){t + St)) = + St))l\Jl-^. (3.62) 

To demonstrate the equivalence between this procedure and the nonlinear master 

equation (3.51), we introduce [47] the operator a{t) obtained by averaging a{t) = 

lV'(^))(V'(i)| over a large number of queintum trajectories. At time t + Stvre find 

iv>(^)(t+.yt))(v.(^)(t+^t)| 
a{t + Jt) = ( (1 — Sp)-

(1 - S p ) ^ / ^ { i  -  S p y i ^  

Sp {SpmlstfiKSpjstYi^j-

To first order in St., this gives 

ff(t + <J<) = (I^(t))(V'(<)l) 

tSi 

+ HMmm\-
+st(Ec„m)){m\c!.y (3.63) 

The terms proportioned to the linezur Hamiltonian Hd are known to yield the same 

result as the corresponding master equation, and the terms proportional to Hni 
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are precisely those obtained in E5q. (3.58) to first order in St. If the Hartree-Fock 

factorization Ansatz holds, the averages appearing in these terms are then the 

same as those appearing in the master equation (3.51). This completes the proof of 

the equivcJence between nonlineaj Monte Ccirlo wave function simulations and the 

results of the master equation (3.51). It is important to emphsisize once more that 

this equivalence is only within the accuracy of the Hcirtree approximation (3.25). 

As such, it is self-consistent. But clearly both the master equation (3.51) and the 

Monte Carlo procedure will fail in case Apj becomes important, and there is no 

guarantee that they will fail in the same way. 

3.4.4 Example: nonlinear atom optics 

Section 3.2.1 proves that nonlinear atom optics provides one example of current 

interest of a system described by a H«irtree-Fock master equation with no nonlinear 

fill-up term. In this example, the nonlinear master equation describes the effective 

single atom dynamics in a sample of ultra-cold atoms interacting with light fields, 

including the near-resonant dipole-dipole interaction between atoms. Considering, 

for concreteness, opticcil transitions between a groimd state magnetic manifold 

with j  = —Jgi and excited state manifold {[ey)} with j  = —Je, 

the near-resonant dipole-dipole interaction V between atoms is defined in Eq.(2.29) 

[28]. In that situation, the nonlinear Liouvilliaji can be expressed in terms of an 

imaginary potenticil Vc resulting from the resonzint photon excheinge between atoms 

via the continuum of modes of the reservoir, Cni = ], where Vc is defined 

in Eq.(3.24). The analysis of the Sections 3.4.1,3.4.2,3.4.3 shows that Monte Ceirlo 

wave function simulations of this problem axe therefore possible. 
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We illustrate our approach by applying to the case of matter wave pheise con

jugation off a Bose condensate [83, 94], which was cinalyzed by directly solving the 

nonlinear master equation in Section 3.3. 

We performed Monte Carlo simulations within the slowly varying envelope ap

proximation introduced in Section 3.3.2 The operators Cm in this case follow from 

the expression (2.35) for the case of two-level atoms 

where 3(1 — x^)/4 is the dipole radiation pattern for the two-level atoms and x = 

cos 9 being the angle between the quantization axis and the direction in which 

the spontaneous photon is emitted and exp(±i^k • r) resembles atomic recoil due 

to the spontaneous emission event [47]. The effective Hamiltonian ffe//[I^)] is then 

(3.64) 

(3.65) 

and yields the quantum jump probability 

(3.66) 
X 

Finally, the post-jump wave function turns out to be 

(3.67) 

which means 

<f>e{t + St) = 0 

4>g{ t  +  St )  (3.68) 
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In ceise of decay the wave functions zire given by (3.62). The explicit expressions for 

the slowly varying amplitudes 5e(r, 5y(r, t+St), Fe(r, t+5t) and Fg{r ,t+St) 

are then for the case of a jump 

Fe{t + St) = 0 

Be(t -h St) = 0 

Fg(t -f- St) = e-»'?^•'Fe(<)/^/C 

Bg(t + St) 

and in case of decay 

F,{t + St) = (1 

Be(t + St) = (1 - f ft)B("(i)/yi - StisC 

(3.69) 

F,(t + St) = Fi'\t)ly/l-St-„0 

B,{t + St) = (3.70) 

where C = = |J=V(t)l'+ IftWIVIftWI'+ + |i=i(t)|= + |S.(i)|^ 

and the index (1) symbolizes the amplitude after the evolution according to the 

effective Hamiltonian Heff. 

In order to demonstrate the approximate equivcilence of the meister equation 

solution and the Monte Carlo wave function simulations we compare the time evo

lution of the conjugate wave for these two approaches. As before we Eisstmie that the 

diffraction grating leaves the atoms in the excited state. Fig. 3.6, which compares 

the 2 approaches shows £in excellent agreement of the two results. 

As pointed out earlier, though, the accuracy of the Monte Ceirlo simvdations as 

compared to the Hartree-Fock master equation description is expected to depend 
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of the pimip 0^(O.O;O,O;t) and conjugate wave 

/c, 0; —0;t) in the master equation results - solid lines - aad in the Monte 

Caxlo wave function simulations [5(0.0, t) and |5(—k, 0,t)|^ - dashed lines for 

K — ^ ~ IOAjq, ~ 40/Ajq, — 0.2u/fec, ^^0 ~ O.lcU^gc, ^spcnt ^ 'Y/ ~ O.Sct^i 

J-eQ = 0.5, J-et = 0.5, J-gQ = 0, !Fg, = 0 eind Sjo = 0-7. 
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of the Monte Cjirlo and master equation simulations. In

fluence of spontaneous emission decay rate 7/ (in units of uJrec) on. A, the standard 

deviation between the steady state restilts of the Monte Carlo and master equa

tion predictions, normedized by the master equation result for k = ko, k = lOfcoi 

]j — AOfkQ, Vq ~ 0-2Wrec> ^$pont ~ M)i T/ ~ O-SWreo ^tO ~ 0.5, 

J-ea = 0.5, J-go = 0, J-gt = 0 and Bgo = 0.7. 

on the aunount of dissipation in the problem. Fig. 3.7 shows the relative difference 

T. PW 

between the ground state probabilities in the steady state achieved by the two 

different methods as a function of the sponteineous emission rate 7/. These results 

confirm that the Haxtree Monte Carlo simulations work quite well, although the 

discrepancy between the two methods increcises with 7/, as expected. We 

attribute this good agreement to the fact that the type of dissipation that we axe 

considering here is however quite specieJ, in that the only effect of the nonlineax 

Liouvilliaa Cru is in the form of axi imaginary two-body potential V^. It corresponds 

to a modification of the spontaneous decay rate resulting from the interference of 
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the spontaneotis emission probability amplitudes due to the imdistinguishability of 

the two particles. In other words, it describes a collective decay mechanism (albeit 

as a result of the Bom-Markov approximation, only two-atom effects are retcuned.) 

Due to this collective natiire, it is reasonable to expect that this imaginary potential 

might not do too much violence to the Heirtree ansatz. 

The only other incoherent contribution to the nonlinear master equation is a 

single-particle Liouvillian Cr. But due to the indistinguishability of the pjirticles in 

the sample, it describes a decay mechanism that occurs for all N atoms simulta

neously. As a result, it leaves all atoms in the same state, albeit now described by 

a product of N identical single-particle density operators. It appeeirs then that for 

the very specific form of decay we are considering, the Hartree ansatz might not be 

as bad as otherwise expected, a conjecture leirgely confirmed by the result of Fig. 

3.6. 

3.5 Quasiparticle instabilities in multicomponent atomic 

condensates 

The low lying excitations of the condensate have recently been studied both 

experimentjdly [95, 96] and theoretically [97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102]. Theoreti

cally, one proceeds by applying a linear response analysis to the Gross-Pitaevskii 

equation, and the quasi-excitations spectrum of the condensate is obtained in a 

Hartree-Bogoliubov approach [97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 66, 103] by diagonalizing 

the resiilting set of linear equations via a Bogoliubov transformation [104]. 

In this Section we are studying midticomponent condensates. Such conden

sates can in principle be generated in several ways: for instance [105], one can 
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use a double-well trap, whereby two condensates are coupled by quantum tunnel

ing and ground state collisions. Another possibility involves using two different 

magnetic sublevels of an atomic vapor, in which Ccise the two components of the 

condensate correspond to the two electronic states involved. Coupling between the 

two components could result firom the ne<ir-resonant dipole-dipole interaction via 

an (adiabatically eliminated) intermediate excited electronic level. Further pos

sibilities involve optically allowed transitions, although in that case the effects of 

spontaneous emission would certainly need to be included. 

3.5.1 Physical model 

We consider an ensemble of N atoms subjected to the single-particle Hamil-

tonian H and a two-body interaction Vjd- The corresponding second-quantized 

Hamiltonian is given in (3.29). In the present situation we consider the case of 

a multicomponent field, I = {t, r} where % labels the component of the field (for 

example an interned, degree of freedom of the atoms) and r is the center-of-mciss 

coordinate. For the specific case of a two-component field that we consider in the 

following, we have 

(3.71) 
^ ^(x) ^ 

We asstmie that in the absence of any interaction, and ignoring the effects of kinetic 

energy, the eigenenergies of the single-particle wave functions <^o(®) and ^b(x) are 

±hS, respectively. We further include a single-particle coupling between these two 

states, with matrix element TZ, which is taken to be constemt in space in the present 

discussion. Examples of such coupling include the electric dipole interaction be

tween ground and excited electronic states, Raman tremsitions between Zeeman 
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sublevels, tunneling between condenstates in a double-well trap, etc. (In the case 

of optical couplings, the approximation V, = canst implies that the condensates are 

assumed to be small compared to the spatial Vciriations of the light fields.) Finally, 

the two-body interaction has non-zero matrix elements both between equal and 

between different components of the single-pcirticle wave function. These are the 

"self-phase modulation" and "cross-phase modulation" terms of nonlineax optics, 

respectively. We assume as in the sczilcir case that the 5-wave scattering approxi

mation is adequate, so that the two-body interaction is proportional to 5^(ri2). 

The stationary state of the nonlinear Schrodinger equation (3.33), which de

scribes the condensate state, is the solution of the equation 

Since TZ is assumed to be a constant, we seek spatially homogeneous solutions. For 

the model at hand, they are solutions of the coupled algebraic equations 

where Vt and 14 axe the self- and cross- phase modulation matrix elements of the 

two-body potential V. These two equations, together with the condition that the 

total nimiber of particles is equal to N, are readily solved to yield the spatially 

homogeneous densities 

(3.72) 

OJ0<f>a = \Ha+nck + m<i>a\'' + Vc\<h?)<f>a, 

ujo<f>h = -\s<h + n<i>a + {vM + vM'')<i>i„ (3.73) 

(3.74) 
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as well as wq. The explicit form of UQ is rather cumbersome and we do not reproduce 

it here since it is not needed in the following. The total ntunber of atoms in the 

two components of the condensate is Ni = piV, i = a, b,V being the quantization 

volume, and N = pV = {pa + Pb)V. 

In the Section 3.5.2, we perform a linear response analysis of this homogeneous 

two-component condensate. We find that in contrast to the scalar situation, where 

the condensate solution is always stable for repulsive potentials (V >0), this needs 

no longer be the case here, due to the combined effects of self- and cross- phase 

modulation. 

3.5.2 Elementary excitations 

In order to study the spectrum of elementary excitations above the condensate 

state, we proceed in the usual fashion by expressing the pure condensate state as 

the simi of a classical condensate wave function <f> and of fluctuating field operators 

5rlf{£, t) which are assvimed to be small perturbations, 

«(<.«) =,^(£)+#(<. 4), (3.75) 

the fluctuating field operators satisfying the Bose commutation relations [70] 

t), <)] = S{i -1). (3.76) 

The second-qucintized Hamiltonian of the many-particle system can then be lin

earized in terms of these operators, leading in a straightforward fashion to the 

effective Hamiltonizm ® 

H = y dld2{l\H\2)<l>*{l)<f>{2) 

^This is a generalization of the linearization scheme used in a recent study of matter waves 
phase conjugation off Bose condensates [94]. 
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+ ^|cfl(i2<Qrf4(l,2|y|3,4)0*(l)^*(2)^(3)^(4) 

+ J dld2{l\H\2)Si>^{l)5iJ;{2) 

+ i y dld2d3di{l, 2\V\Z, 4) [(y^»(l)(y^^(2)0(3)<^{4) 

+ <f>*{l)<f>*{2)Srl;{3)5i,{A) + Srl,^{l)<i>*{2)<f>{Z)SrP{A) 

+ S^\l)<f>*{2)S^i3)m + ̂ *(l)^^t(2)^(3)<J^(4) 

+ <f>*{l)Si,\2)Si,{3)<f>{A)]. (3.77) 

No first-order contribution in Sip appears in Eq.(3.77), a consequence of the fact 

that the condensate wave function (f>{l) satisfies the nonlinear Schrodinger equation. 

Hence, the efiective Hcuniltonian Eq.(3.77) is quadratic in the operators Sip{l) and 

In order to determine the spectrum of elementary excitations of the conden

sate, this Hamiltonian is diagoncdized via a generalized Bogoliubov tramsformation 

to yield 

n = hj diu{i)b{i)^b{i), (3.78) 

where a;(£) is the firequency of the elementaxy mode associated with the complete 

set of quantum numbers £. The axinihilation cind creation operators 6(£) and b^{l') 

obey the boson commutation relations 

[6(£),6t(£')] =<?(/-£'). (3.79) 

We reccJl that in the scalar case these operators are linecir combinations of the 

original fluctuation operators Sip and obteiined via the canonical u — v trans

formation. [104] They describe "quasi-particle excitations", whose spectrum is 

directly apparent from the Hamiltonian (3.78). 
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A similar ticuisfomiation can be introduced in the case of a multicomponent 

fields [104] and reads 

b{i) = J t, t)SrP{i:, t) + I', t)8^l>\l\ f)] (3.80) 

the integration being performed over the full set of qujintum nimibers I '  = { j ,  r}. 

The coefficients u{l,l',t) and v{l,l',t) eire the matrix elements of the M x M 

matrices U(<) and V(t), whereby M is the number of field components, M = 2 

in our particular case. Since the generalized Bogoliubov traaisformation should be 

canoniczil, the matrices U and V must satisfy the relations [104] 

UU^ - = I, UV^ = VU^. (3.81) 

These properties allow one to express cind in terms of the quasi-particle 

operators b(i) and b{iy as 

t) = J cU'[u*{l', I, t)h{l') - v{l', I, t)6^(£')]. (3-82) 

where , £, t) and v[l', I, t) are matrix elements of (t) and respectively. 

The functions u( i ,£ ' , t )  and can be determined by substituting Eq.(3.80) 

into the commutator [6(i),7{] = hu}{l)b{l). 

Since we axe considering specifically the caise of elementary excitations above a 

two-component, homogeneous condensate, it is advantageous to work in the mo

mentum representation, hence 

u{i, I', t) -»• Ui,(p, p', t )  = Uij(p, t), (3.83) 

the last step residting from the fact that the problem is local in momentum space. 

Assuming that the matrix elements V, and Vx eire real, it is possible to take the 
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classical condensate wave functions <l>a and (fn to be reed, with <f>i = y/^. Intro

ducing = Sil){l,t)exp{iu;ot), ^kj{p,t) = t) exp(taiot) and Vkjip^t) = 

Vkj(jp, t) exp(—iwot) , we obtain the four coupled equations 
1/2 

^ya(p,<) = 
2m [paj 

+ V,p, 

+{Vxy/^ + 1l)Ujb{p, t) - V,paVja{p, <) - Vsy/^Vjb{p, t), (3.84) 

" 2  /  

t )= ^ ~ ̂  ( ^ ) 
+(K's/^ + Tt)Uja{p, t) - V,pi,Vjb{p, t) - Vcy/^Vjaip, t), (3.85) 

1/2 

+ V,pa - nuVja{p,t) = f -M- )  2m \paj  
«ia(p,t) 

+{Vxy/^ + Tl)vjb{p, 0 - V,PaUja{p, t) - Vcy/^Ujbip, <), (3.86) 
1/2 

+ V,pb - huvjb{p, t) = Vj^(p.O 
2m \pi,J 

"^{YxyJPaPh "1" )̂ ^tPb'^jbiPi i) ^xy/PaPb^jaijP^ ^)j (3.87) 

where j = {a, 6}, 

The spectrum of eigenvalues (JJ{P) of this system of equations consists of four 

branches, but from the time-revers£il symmetry of the problem, i.e. symmetry 

under the transformation U <—y —V, it follows that if a;(p) is a solution, so is 

—(jj{p). Hence we limit our discussion to the physically relevant positive frequency 

branches. 

Consider first the situation of degenerate condensates, ^ = 0. In this case the 

two condensates cire equally populated, pa = pb = PI^, and the eigenenergies satisfy 

the dispersion relations 

fta>_(p) = 
1/2 

cind 

fia;+(p) = ^ + 2-RHV.-V.)p^ 

(3.88) 

(3.89) 
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The first branch of the spectniza, fa>-(p), behaves exactly as in the case of a scalcir 

Schrodinger field [70], except for the trivial substitution V -^Vg + V^. It is gapless 

zind for repulsive interactions (1^, > 0) it corresponds to reeil frequencies. For 

attractive potentials, in contreist, can become pure imaginary, illustrating the 

instability of (free space) condensates for attractive interactions. In the following, 

we therefore concentrate on the more interesting situation of repulsive interactions. 

The second breinch, a;+(p), exhibits a considerably different behavior. It has 

a gap at p = 0 eind, more importantly, the frequency u)+ can become imagineiry 

even though the potentieJ is reptdsive, provided that the cross-phase modulation 

matrix element is larger than self-phase modulation. In order to gain some insight 

into this spectrum, we introduce the new set of states |^+) = (|^e) + |V'ff))/"s/2 

£ind |^_) = (l^e) — l'0g))/V^- We mentioned eaurlier that the classiccil condensate 

wave function is real eind that pa = Pb, so that <f>a = ±^. This implies that 

the unperturbed system is in either the |^+) or the state. For concreteness, 

assume that the latter situation holds, so that = 0. Thus, linear perturbations 

of the condensates give the wave function 

^+(r,t) = ^^+(^,^)e-^^ 

W_(r,t) (3.90) 

In this basis, the nonlinear Schrodinger equation becomes 

(3.91) 

(3.92) 

<^V'+ \P^  V , -Vc  (3.93) 
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In the new basis, the linearized nonlineeir Schrodinger equations are decoupled, 

and one can understemd the stability of the system in terms of the two uncoupled 

scalar fields and It is straightforward to identify the branch (3.88) as 

the spectrum associated with Elq.(3.92). It corresponds to elementary excitations of 

atoms in the same state cis the condensate state. In contrcist, the branch (3.89) is the 

spectrum of Eq.(3.93) and represents the elementary excitations in a state different 

from the condensate state. This explzdns the gap in a;+(p), which corresponds to 

the energy required to excite that state. 

Note that in contrast to the field Sfj)—, which is subjected to the mean field 

energy proportional to (K + V^)/> as expected, the field is subjected to a mean 

field energy proportional to {V, — Vx)p. This difference in signs can be interpreted 

as resulting from the interferences between the two condensates, which are con

structive for one of the field superpositions aind destructive for the other. These 

interferences can have a dramatic effect, since they can reverse the sign of the 

nonlinearity effectively acting on If that is the ceise, this field behaves as if 

subjected to an attTactive interaction, and therefore becomes unstable. [106] Fig. 

3.8 illustrates the gain spectra of this cross-phase-induced modulation instability 

for various strengths of the matrix element "R. Note that this spectrum becomes 

gapless for 72. = 0 M should be expected. (The fact that two values of TZ lead to 

the same frequency at p = 0 is accidental.) 

As another limiting case, we consider the situation where the coupling between 

the two components of the Schrodinger field results solely from two-body inter

actions, 72. = 0. In this case the two quzisi-particle branches have the dispersion 
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Figure 3.8: Gain spectra of cross-phase induced modulation instability for It = 

0.,0.5,1.0,1.5,2.0. Herep is scaled to y/mh, Vslh = 2.5 and Vx/h = 5.0 inaxbitrciry 

units. 
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relations 

Both, branches are now gapless, and the branch a;4.(p) is always stable. However, 

the other branch can become unstable if the cross-modulation matrix element is 

large enough that 

For ^ = 0, we have as before P a  =  P h —  pI%  so that this condition becomes 

expressing the fact that the mean energy resulting from the cross-coupling between 

condensates must be able to overcome the energy of the sccileir condensate, including 

its mean energy correction. In the Thomas-Fermi limit, this becomes simply Vi > 

For the wave vectors in the range defined by Eq.(3.95) fluctuations above the 

condensate grow exponentially in time, or in other words a spatieil instability de

velops in the system. Again, the present situation is reminiscent of the cross-pheise 

modulation instability in nonlinear optics. For instance, small perturbations in 

coupled optical fibers with Kerr nonlinearities zire known to lead to the onset of 

temporal instabilities. The presence of instabilities is illustrated in Fig. 3.9 , which 

shows the dependence of the gain on the dettining S eind is very simileur to the gain 

dependence on the ratio between light intensities in coupled optical fibers ( Fig.7.8 

in [107]). One noticeable difference between the two situations is that the predicted 

instabilities in coupled condensates are spatial, wherecis they Eire temporal in the 

case of optical fibers. 

(3.95) 

Y.P>T-'RY,P. (3.96) 

v;. 
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Im(oL(p)) 
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Figtire 3.9: Gain spectra of cross-phase induced modulation instability for S = 

0.,0.5,1.0,1.5,2.0. Here p is scciled to y/mh, V,Jh = 5.0 and V-e/h = 10.0 in 

arbitrary units. 
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3.6 Conclusions 

In this Chapter we have studied several eispects of nonlinear atom optics. Specif

ically, we showed the possibility of observing atomic phase conjugation off Bose 

condensates, cind suggested to use it as a diagnostic tool to determine the spatial 

coherence properties and lifetime of that condensate. Since phase conjugation re

sults from the scattering of a pzirtial matter wave off the spatial grating produced 

by two other waves, it offers a very natureil way to directly mesisure these coherence 

properties, and as such provides an attractive alternative to the optical methods 

proposed in the past. As expected, incoherent mechanisms such as spontaneous 

emission rapidly destroy pheise conjugation, thereby demonstrating that the pro

posed technique should easily distinguish a condensate from an incoherent sample 

of the same density. 

We presented ein Edgorithm that cJlows to replace the direct numerical solution 

of a class of nonlinear master equations by ein ensemble average over quantum tra

jectories obtained from the solution of a modified nonlinear Hartree Schrodinger 

equation interrupted by a series of "quantum jvunps." We tested this approach 

on several atom optics problems, with satisfactory results [94]. In particular, we 

compared Hartree-Fock mcister equation resxilts for the case of atomic phase conju

gation off atomic condensates to those based on Hartree Monte Carlo wave function 

simvdations, thereby obtciining a measure of the destruction of the condensate as a 

function of the rate of spontaneous emission. 

It is important to emphasize that in contrast to the application of Monte Carlo 

wave function simulations to linear problems, where the equivalence with the cor

responding master equation can be proven rigorously, the proposed approach is 
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necessarily approximate. It relies on the introduction of truncation schemes which 

are common in many-body problems, but whose domain of validity is difficult to eis-

sess. Since the number of numerical tools av^able to handle msmy-body situations 

is quite limited, and it is our hope that this technique wiU prove useful beyond its 

strict domain of validity. This hope is confirmed by numerical results, which indi

cate that in practice the method appears to work qmte accurately for low-density 

systems of ultra-cold atoms even in the presence of the specific type of dissipation. 

Thus we believe that the proposed technique will be of use in many situations in

volving dynamical studies of ultra-cold atomic samples coupled to reservoirs, eind 

that the comparison between this eind more accurate approaches will help shed 

light on the practical domains of applicability of the Hartree and Hartree-Fock 

truncation schemes. 

Fineilly, we have extended the Bogoliubov-Hartree approach to the Ceise of cou

pled condensates. We determined the spectrum of elementary excitations above an 

initially homogeneous condensate and examined its main featxires. We found that 

similarly to the optical case, the situation in Bose condensation becomes quite a 

bit more complex than for scalar fields: the quaisi-paxticle spectrum is now cheirac-

terized by energy gaps, and more importantly, by regions of complex firequencies, 

indicating that the condensate state becomes xmstable. The remaining question 

is to determine into which state the condensate will evolve under the influence of 

these instabilities. In particular, it will be important to find the true ground state 

of the system in those situations where the homogeneous solution is unstable. This 

will be the subject of future research, together with the extension of this work to 

the case of trapped condensates and of spatially dependent coupling 7^(r). 
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